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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

------------------------------------------------------------------------)(
HOPE RATNER AND MARY JANE FALES,
Individually and On Behalf of All Others
Similarly Situated,

Date Filed: - - - - - Index No. _ _ _ _ __

Plaintiffs,
SUMMONS

- againstANTHONY E. MALKIN, PETER L. MALKIN,
THOMAS N. KELTNER, JR, EMPIRE STATE
REALTY TRUST, INC., EMPIRE STATE REALTY
OP, L.P. and MALKIN HOLDINGS L.L.C.,

Plaintiff designates
New York County as the
place of trial.
Basis for venue:
CPLR 503(a)

Defendants.

------------------------------------------------------------------------)(
To the above-named Defendants:

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to serve upon Plaintiff's attorneys an
answer to the Complaint in this action within 20 days of service of this summons, exclusive of
the day of service, or within 30 days after service is complete if this summons is not personally
delivered to you within the State of New York. In case of your failure to answer, judgment will
be taken against you by default for the relief demanded in the complaint.

Dated: New York, New York
January 6,2014
MEISTER SEELIG & FEIN LLP

Stephen B. Meister, Esq.
James M. Ringer, Esq.
Remy J. Stocks, Esq.
2 Grand Central Tower
140 East 45th Street - 19th Floor
New York, New York 10017
(212) 655-3500
By:

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

TO:

Anthony E. Malkin
One Grand Central Place
60 East 42 nd Street
New York, New York 10165
Peter L. Malkin
One Grand Central Place
60 East 42 nd Street
New York, New York 10165
Thomas N. Keltner, Jr.
One Grand Central Place
60 East 42 nd Street
New York, New York 10165
Empire State Realty Trust, Inc.
One Grand Central Place
60 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10165
Empire State Realty OP, L.P.
One Grand Central Place
60 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10165
Malkin Holdings LLC
One Grand Central Place
60 East 42 nd Street
New York, New York 10165
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

------------------------------------------------------------------------)(
HOPE RATNER AND MARY JANE FALES,
Individually and On Behalf of All Others
Similarly Situated,

Index No.----------------

CLASS ACTION
COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs,
- againstANTHONY E. MALKIN, PETER L. MALKIN,
THOMAS N. KELTNER, JR, EMPIRE STATE
REALTY TRUST, INC., EMPIRE STATE REALTY
OP, L.P. and MALKIN HOLDINGS L.L.C.,
Defendants.

------------------------------------------------------------------------)(
Plaintiffs Hope Ratner and Mary Jane Fales, by their attorneys, Meister Seelig & Fein,
LLP, hereby allege as follows:

SUMMARY OF THE ACTION
1.

Plaintiffs are two of more than 2,800 former public investors 1 in Empire State

Building Associates, L.L.C. ("ESBA"), a New York limited liability company that, prior to
October 7, 2013, owned (in part through a wholly owned subsidiary), the Empire State Building
("ESB"). Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated ESBA
investors (together with Plaintiffs, the "ESBA Participants"),2 against defendants Anthony E.

Participations in a New York general partnership known as Empire State Building Associates, the
predecessor to Empire State Building Associates, L.L.C., were offered in 1962 as public securities under an offering
registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC").
2

Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and similarly situated former ESBA Participants other
than (a) Defendants; (b) the lineal descendants and spouses of Defendants Peter Malkin, Anthony Malkin and
Thomas Keltner; (c) Lester S. Morse, Jr., his lineal descendants and their spouses; (d) the Estate of Leona M.
Helmsley and The Leona M. Helmsley and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust «a) through (d) collectively referred
to as the "Excluded Participants,"); (e) any successor or assign of the Excluded Participants; (f) any entity in which
an Excluded Participant is the ultimate economic beneficial owner; and (g) any trust in which an Excluded
Participant is an ultimate remainder beneficiary. References herein to the "ESBA Participants" or simply the
"Participants" shall be deemed to mean the similarly situated Participants (i.e., excluding the Excluded Participants)
or all the Participants, as the context requires.

1

Malkin, Peter L. Malkin, Thomas N. Keltner, Jr. (each an "Agent," and collectively, the
"Agents") and defendant Malkin Holdings L.L.C. ("Malkin Holdings," and together with the
Agents, the "Malkin Defendants"), for their egregious self-dealing and blatant breaches of the
fiduciary duties they owed to the ESBA Participants. These acts of self-dealing and breaches of
fiduciary duty surround the Malkin Defendants' refusal to seriously entertain, and ultimately
their baseless rejection of, multiple bona fide third-party bids for the ESB, prior to the Malkin
Defendants causing ESBA to contribute the ESB to defendant Empire State Realty Trust, Inc.
("ESRT") as part of a larger consolidation transaction, and while the ESBA Participants had the
right to revoke their consents to the proposed consolidation transaction.
2.

The highest of the third-party bids was for approximately $500 million more than

the ESBA Participants, in the aggregate, received for their Participations in the consolidation
transaction (described in more detail below). The Malkin Defendants refused to meet with any
of the bidders and, to the best of Plaintiffs' knowledge, never had one substantive word of
dialogue with any of them. Instead, they moved forward with the ESRT consolidation
transaction - because of the hundreds of millions in self-dealing benefits the Malkin Defendants
stood to reap from the ESRT consolidation transaction - paying lip service to, but in reality
wantonly breaching, their fiduciary duties to ESBA Participants.
3.

Plaintiffs also assert claims, on their own behalf and on behalf of the other

similarly situated ESBA Participants, against ESRT and Empire State Realty OP, L.P. (the
"REIT Operating Partnership," and together with ESRT, the "ESRT Defendants"), for aiding
and abetting the Malkin Defendants' breaches of their fiduciary duties.
4.

The Malkin Defendants previously controlled a group of 18 buildings located in

New York City and surrounding areas. Three of them, including the ESB, were acquired years
ago through the issuance of public securities (not traded over a public exchange).
2

The

remaining 15 properties were privately held.

In November 2011, the Malkin Defendants

proposed consolidating all 18 properties into ESRT, which was to be listed on the New York
Stock Exchange (the "NYSE") as a publicly traded real estate investment trust (generically, a
"REIT"), by exchanging securities newly issued by the ESRT Defendants for deeds conveying
or other instruments assigning real property interests to the ESRT Defendants, and then having
the former property-owning companies dissolve and distribute those ESRT securities to their
respective investors, so that a1118 properties were consolidated into ESRT (the "Consolidation"
or "Proposed Consolidation").
5.

In order to solicit the consent of the holders of the public securities issued by

ESBA's predecessor and the other two public, property-owning companies involved in the
Proposed Consolidation, the Malkin Defendants filed with the SEC several iterations of an SEC
Form S-4 Registration Statement (as ultimately declared effective by the SEC on December 21,
2012, the "Registration Statement," and cited herein as "Reg. St."). The Malkin Defendants
also filed several iterations of an SEC Form S-ll Registration Statement (the "S-ll") in
connection with the Malkin Defendants' anticipated offering of shares of ESRT to the public for
cash consideration in an initial public offering (the "IPQ").
6.

In the Registration Statement, the Malkin Defendants expressly agreed that they

owed fiduciary duties to the ESBA Participants:
The agents hold their membership interests in [ESBA] as agents for the
participants in their respective participating group. The agents for each
participating group are fiduciaries for the participants in their respective
participating group and owe such participants a duty of loyalty and a duty of
care, and are required to exercise good faith and fair dealing in conducting the
affairs of [ESBA] in which they hold membership interests. The operating
agreement of [ESBA] appoints [Malkin Holdings] to provide supervisory and
other services for [ESBA]. [Malkin Holdings] is accountable to [ESBA] as a
fiduciary and owes [ESBA] a duty of loyalty and a duty of care. [Malkin
Holdings] is required to exercise good faith and fair dealing in providing
supervisory and other services. [Malkin Holdings'] fiduciary duty to [ESBA]
3

also runs to the participants, as holders of participation interests in the
membership interests of [ESBA]. The operating agreement of [ESBA] does not
limit the liability of [Malkin Holdings] in connection with providing supervisory
and other services to [ESBA].
Reg. St., at pp. 293-294. (Emphasis supplied.)
7.

In the Registration Statement, the Malkin Defendants explicitly threatened to

force the buy-out of ESBA Participants 3 who did not consent to the Proposed Consolidation, or
abstained from voting, for $100 per Participation provided the requisite 80 percent consent
threshold was attained, based on a provision contained in a 1962 Participation Agreement, even
though the Malkin Defendants estimated the value of the ESBA Participations at well over
$300,000 per participation:
If holders of 80% of the participation interests in any of the three participating
groups in [ESBA] ... as shown in the tabulation of consents by MacKenzie
Partners, Inc., pursuant to a buyout right included in the participating agreements
since inception of the subject LLCs, the agent of any such participating group will
purchase on behalf of the subject LLC the participation interest of any participant
in such participating group that voted "AGAINST" the consolidation or the thirdparty portfolio proposal or "ABSTAINED," as applicable, or that did not submit
a consent form, even if the proposal is not approved by the other participating
groups in such subject LLC, unless such participant consents to the proposal
within ten days after receiving written notice that the required supermajority
consent has been received by such participant's participating group, at a price that
would be substantially lower than the exchange value. The buyout amount, which
is equal to the original cost less capital repaid, but not less than $100, is currently
$100 for the interest held by a participant in [ESBA] ... as compared to the
exchange value of $323,800 (or $358,670 if you are not subject to the voluntary
capital override) per $10,000 original investment for [ESBA] ....
Reg. St., at p. 225. The Registration Statement also provided:
If you vote "AGAINST" the consolidation or the third-party portfolio proposal,
"ABSTAIN" or do not submit a consent form, you do not have a statutory right to
elect to be paid the appraised value of your participation interest in the subject
LLC for cash.
Id.
A similar forced-buy-out was threatened against participants in 60 East 42nd Street (the "Lincoln
Building"),
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8.

On February 21, 2013, Plaintiffs and four other ESBA Participants were granted

limited intervention in a previous consolidated class action concerning the Proposed
Consolidation entitled In re Empire State Realty Trust, Inc. Investors Litigation, Supreme Court,
New York County, Index No. 650607/2012 (such action being referred to as "ESRT I"), for the
purpose of challenging the forced buy-out as violative of Section 1002 of the New York
Limited Liability Company Law (the "LLC Law"), which guaranties to dissenting members of a
New York limited liability company involved in a proposed consolidation or merger, the "fair
value" of their interests and prescribes a judicial appraisal proceeding to determine fair value
where the parties are unable to agree thereon. Plaintiffs and the four other challengers
(collectively, the "Forced Buy-out Challengers") contended that because the Registration
Statement threatened an unlawful forced buy-out and incorrectly stated that ESBA Participants
had no right to an appraisal proceeding, the consents had been illegally coerced and procured
and were invalid. In ESRT 1, the trial court agreed that if it determined that Section 1002 of the
LLC Law applied, the consents were "irrelevant and void," but ultimately determined that
Section 1002 did not apply.

ESRT was and is itself a party to ESRT 1, and was and is

represented by counsel therein. The Forced Buy-out Challengers appealed the trial court's order
to the Appellate Division, and such appeal remains pending as of the filing ofthis complaint. 4
9.

Because of the significant risk that the Forced Buyout Challenger's appeal, if

successful, would prevent the Proposed Consolidation from moving forward, and because a rise
in the IO-year treasury bond rate in the late spring of 2013 had triggered a sharp sell-off in
4

The Forced Buy-out Challengers' application and their appeal of the trial court's denial thereof are
mentioned herein only because of their contextual relevance. That is, the ESRT Defendants opted to consummate
the IPO during the pendency of the appeal, on an expedited basis, despite the risk that the deed conveying the ESB
would be voided if the Forced Buyout Challengers are successful on appeal. The ESRT Defendants thus
substantially assisted the Malkin Defendants in shutting down what was by then a bidding war for the ESB, by
sending a profoundly final message to the market that the ESB was simply not for sale at any price. No claim is
made herein based on LLC Law Section 1002, which is strictly the province ofESRT 1.
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publicly traded REIT stocks, a spontaneous bidding war erupted in the summer of 2013: eight
well-regarded and reputable third-party investors made ten purchase offers to the Malkin
Defendants, eight for the Empire State Building and one for each of the other publicly held
properties to be consolidated.
10.

Though the ESB offers were from well-heeled investors and would yield the

ESBA Participants at least $500 million more than they would realize in the Consolidation, the
Malkin Defendants never seriously considered any of the ESB offers. Upon information and
belief, none of the Malkin Defendants or their attorneys ever met with or engaged in a single
word of substantive dialogue with any of the third-party bidders. Thus, the Malkin Defendants
never asked any of the bidders if their bid was their best price, how much they were willing to
put up as a downpayment or what assurances they could offer of their ability to close.
11.

The Malkin Defendants never made any of these inquiries because the third-party

offers did not offer the Malkin Defendants the opportunity to reap hundreds of millions of
dollars in self-dealing benefits they stood to derive from the Proposed Consolidation at the
expense of their public and private investors.

Indeed, as disclosed in the Registration

Statement, the Malkin Defendants were to receive in excess of $720 million in ESRT stock, a
portion of which was derived from the improper "equitization" of future fees they would have
otherwise earned for future services rendered under their management contracts (which were
only terminated because of the Proposed Consolidation) and profit overrides (even though none
of the properties were being sold for cash). In addition, defendants Anthony Malkin and Peter
Malkin were to become Chairman, CEO and President and "Chairman Emeritus" of ESRT,
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respectively, for which they were to receive significant compensation in the form of salary,
annual and long-term performance based bonuses and stock options. 5
12.

In fact, not only did the Malkin Defendants fail to consider any of the third-party

offers, they closed the Consolidation transaction and incurred vast associated transactional
costs, during the pendency of the appeal brought by the Forced Buy-out Challengers - and
notwithstanding their live claim that any deed conveying ESB to ESRT was not legally
authorized and would be void - in a blatant attempt to foreclose any real consideration of the
third-party offers and in an attempt to block additional or higher third-party offers.
13.

As window dressing for the lip service they paid to their fiduciary duties, the

Malkin Defendants caused ESBA to engage Lazard Freres & Co., LLC ("Lazard") to prepare an
opinion on whether ESBA Participants should go forward with the Proposed Consolidation or
the highest and best third-party offer. But instead of distributing the Lazard opinion to ESBA
Participants, the Malkin Defendants concealed it from them, refusing to tum it over even after
several ESBA Participants (including Plaintiffs) demanded it, absurdly (and wrongly) claiming
that the report - clearly an ESBA record paid for by ESBA and profoundly relevant to the
investment decision facing the Participants - was "confidential."
14.

On September 19, 2013, after acknowledging that additional offers from third

parties may be forthcoming, the Malkin Defendants brazenly proclaimed their unqualified
refusal to "entertain any additional alternative" to the Proposed Consolidation.
15.

Though ESRT 1 was settled (for I percent of the value of the Consolidation with

an eight-figure fee to class counsel to be deducted from the fund otherwise payable to the
Settlement Class), the releases binding the ESBA Participants (who did not opt out), related to
These self-dealing benefits are also raised here only for contextual relevance - they compellingly show why
the Malkin Defendants breached their fiduciary duties relative to the third-party offers (i.e., they are evidence of
motivation); but no claims are brought herein for such self-dealing benefits per se, which were settled in ESRT 1
except as to Participants who opted out of the settlement.
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the acts of self-dealing alleged in ESRT 1 by the Malkin Defendants and otherwise inherent in
the Proposed Consolidation. However, those releases do not cover the Malkin Defendants'
failure to consider the third-party offers, nor any other events taking place after May 17, 2013,
the date on which the ESRT 1 settlement was finally approved by the court. Therefore, the
ESRT 1 settlement is not a bar to this action. 6
16.

ESRT, as a represented party to ESRT 1, knew full well that by consummating the

IPO and Consolidation during the pendency of the appeal of ESRT 1, and without the Malkin
Defendants having given any real consideration to the third-party offers, they were facilitating
and substantially assisting the Malkin Defendants in breaching their fiduciary duties to ESBA
Participants. That is, by closing the IPO when it did, ESRT was intentionally sending a
profoundly final message to the market that the ESB was not for sale at any price.
17.

Plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and the other similarly situated ESBA

Participants (other than the Excluded Participants), now bring this action against the Malkin
Defendants for breach of fiduciary duty and self-dealing, against ERST for aiding and abetting
those breaches of fiduciary duty, and against all Defendants for unjust enrichment. They seek
damages to be determined by the Court, which they contend exceed $500,000,000.
THE PARTIES
18.

Plaintiffs Ratner and Fales are former ESBA Participants whose ESBA

Participation Interests were converted to ESRT common stock and/or REIT Operating
Partnership Units upon consummation of the Consolidation and IPO on or about October 7,
2013.

6
Plaintiff Fales duly opted out of the ESRT I Settlement Class and thus has preserved her right to assert
claims for money damages arising out of the Proposed Consolidation.
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19.

Defendant Anthony E. Malkin is an individual with a business address at One

Grand Central Place, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10165. Mr. Malkin is currently
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and President of ESRT and, prior to October 7, 2013, was
President of Malkin Holdings, L.L.C. and, as one of three Agents, held record title to a one-third
ESBA membership interest in a strictly nominal and fiduciary capacity for one of the three
groups ofESBA Participants.
20.

Defendant Peter L. Malkin is an individual with a business address at One Grand

Central Place, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10165.

Mr. Malkin (Anthony

Malkin's father) is currently Chairman Emeritus of ESRT and, prior to October 7, 2013, was a
principal of Malkin Holdings, L.L.C. and, as one ofthree Agents, held record title to a one-third
ESBA membership interest in a strictly nominal and fiduciary capacity for one of the three
groups of ESBA Participants.
21.

Defendant Thomas N. Keltner, Jr. is an individual with a business address at One

Grand Central Place, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10165. Mr. Keltner is currently
Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary of ESRT and, prior to October 7,
2013, was general counsel to Malkin Holdings, L.L.C. and, as one of three Agents, held record
title to a one-third ESBA membership interest in a strictly nominal and fiduciary capacity for
one of the three groups of ESBA Participants.
22.

Defendant Empire State Realty Trust, Inc. is a corporation organized and existing

under the laws of the State of Maryland and qualifying for treatment as a real estate investment
trust (REIT) under the United States Tax Code. ESRT's principal place of business is located at
One Grand Central Place, 60 East 42 nd Street, New York, New York 10165. ESRT is the sole
general partner of the REIT Operating Partnership. On or about October 2,2013, ESRT's Class
A common stock began publicly trading on the New York Stock Exchange.
9

23.

Defendant Empire State Realty OP, L.P, the REIT Operating Partnership, is a

limited partnership organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware having a
principal place of business at One Grand Central Place, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New
York 10 165. The REIT Operating Partnership owns substantially all of the ESRT Defendants'
assets, which currently consist of twelve office properties, including the ESB, and six retail
properties located in Manhattan and Westchester County, New York and Fairfield County,
Connecticut. Following the Consolidation and IPO, the REIT Operating Partnership's Series
ES, Series 60 and Series 250 operating partnership units (collectively, "OPUs") were listed on
the New York Stock Exchange. Days after the Consolidation and IPO were consummated, the
REIT Operating Partnership caused the OPUs to be delisted from the NYSE in favor of listing
on NYSE Area, Inc., an electronic exchange having significantly less trading volume than the
NYSE.
24.

Defendant Malkin Holdings L.L.C. is or was a limited liability company

organized under the laws of the State of New York law having a principal place of business at
One Grand Central Place, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10165. Prior to the
Consolidation and IPO, Malkin Holdings performed various management and administrative
services to ESBA along with the other public and private companies owning the now
consolidated properties. Malkin Holdings acted as supervisor of the Consolidation and IPO,
and directed all aspects of the solicitation of investor consents thereto, including those of
Plaintiffs and the ESBA Participants. 7

7
If Malkin Holdings L.L.C. was fonnerly dissolved, it or its fonner members remain liable under New York
law for the claims herein asserted, as such claims existed at the time of such dissolution, and Plaintiffs, on behalf of
themselves and similarly situated ESBA Participants, reserve all rights in such regard.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

25.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants pursuant to CPLR 301

and 302.
26.

Venue is proper in New York County under CPLR 503 because one or more of

the parties resides in this county. All Defendants maintain a principal place of business in this
county, and a majority of the acts and transactions described herein occurred wholly or in
substantial part within New York County.
DETAILED SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS

A.

Historical Background of the Empire State Building

27.

For many years, the ESB has had a two-tiered ownership structure - ESBA

owning both fee title (through a wholly owned subsidiary) and the tenant's position in a longterm master lease, and another company called Empire State Building Company ("ESBC"),
owning the tenant's interest in a long-term operating sublease (under which ESBA was
landlord). In or about August 1961, Lawrence A. Wien, Harry B. Helmsley and defendant Peter
Malkin acquired control ofthe ESB by purchasing the master lease, and at that time entered into
the operating sublease between ESBA as landlord and ESBC as tenant. In 2002, through a
wholly owned subsidiary, ESBA acquired fee title to the ESB, which remained the landlord
under the master lease. Because the subsidiary that acquired fee title to ESB was wholly owned
by ESBA, the fee and master lease positions were effectively merged in ESBA.
28.

There was no waiver of fiduciary duties contained in the organizational

documents governing ESBA; however, in order to understand what documents govern ESBA,
the historical background set forth below is necessary.
29.

ESBA was originally organized as a New York general partnership under a

written Partnership Agreement, dated July 11, 1961, among three equal partners, Lawrence
11

Wien, Henry W. Klein and Peter Malkin (Wien's son-in-law), then each a partner in the law
firm of Wien, Lane & Klein. The partners called themselves "Agents" because they held their
respective one-third partnership interests in ESBA strictly as fiduciary nominees on behalf of
the purchasers of "Participations" - fractional ownership interests in the partnership interests of
ESBA - offered to the public pursuant to a prospectus registered by Wien, Lane & Klein with
the SEC.
30.

In 1961, in order to raise the equity capital needed to fund ESBA's acquisition of

the ESB master lease, 3,300 ESBA Participations were sold for $10,000 each to approximately
2,800 investors - largely unsophisticated real estate investors of relatively modest means. To
memorialize the trust arrangement by which the Agents were to hold nominal title to the ESBA
partnership interests on behalf of the ESBA Participants, in 1962, three substantively identical
"Participation Agreements" - setting forth the rights and obligations of the Participants and the
Agents - were entered into, one between each Agent and the group of Participants on whose
behalf that Agent held a one-third partnership interest in a strictly fiduciary capacity as
nominee. A true and accurate copy of one such Participation Agreement is annexed hereto as

ExhibitA.
31.

Each Agent conveyed - by a written assignment instrument - to each owner of a

single, whole ESBA Participation, a 1I1,100th "fractional interest" in the one-third partnership
interest held by the Agent as fiduciary for the Participants. A true and accurate copy of one
such assignment instrument is attached hereto as Exhibit B. Thus, once an Agent had signed
the numerous assignment instruments conveying 1,100 fractional interests of 111,1 OOth each, the
Agent retained no part of the one-third partnership interest. To the extent an Agent himself
wished to also be Participant, he was free to invest cash on the same terms as the public and in
such event retained, strictly in his capacity as a Participant, and not as Agent, a 111,100th
12

fractional interest in his one-third partnership interest for each $10,000 so invested as a
Participation (an Agent invested no cash in his capacity as Agent).
32.

Each Participation Agreement thus explicitly established among the Participants a

"joint venture" to own the one-third partnership interest and explicitly stated that the
Participants (as joint venturers) own "fractional interests" in the one-third partnership interests,
which are held as a matter of administrative convenience, given the numerosity of the
Participants, by the Agents as fiduciaries.
33.

The Participation Agreements explicitly prohibit consolidating ESBA into a real

estate investment trust (or any other type of organization other than a partnership) without the
consent of 100 percent of the ESBA Participants. See Ex. A, at ~4. Moreover, amendments and
modifications to the Participation Agreement similarly require the unanimous consent of the
ESBA Participants. Id. at ~5.
34.

The largest equity holder of ESBe was the Estate of Leona Helmsley (the

"Helmsley Estate"), the wife to deceased real estate scion Harry B. Helmsley.

An

approximately 23.75 percent interest was held by the Malkin Defendants and the balance of the
ESBe interests were owned by various private investors (not parties hereto). As operating
lessee of ESB, ESBe managed and ran the day-to-day operations of the ESB. Though the
Helmsley Estate owned a majority interest in ESBe, as a result of ten years of acrimonious
litigation between the Malkin and He1msley interests, the Malkin Defendants have exerted de
facto operational control over the ESB and have managed the ESB for many years deriving

substantial fees therefrom.
35.

In 2001, the Malkin Defendants unilaterally converted Empire State Building

Associates from a general partnership to a New York limited liability company. This was done,

13

as the New York Supreme Court has observed,8 in contravention of Section 4 of the
Participation Agreements, by the Agents signing and filing, without the consent of the

Participants, a brief Consent and Operating Agreement (amending the 1961 Partnership
Agreement), along with a Certificate of Conversion as required by under Section 1006 of the
LLC Law.
36.

In the Consent and Operating Agreement, the Agents explicitly referenced,

incorporated, ratified and continued the Participation Agreements, with the sole change that the
references therein to "partners" are henceforth deemed references to "members" and the
references to one-third "partnership interests" are deemed references to one-third "membership
interests." A true and accurate copy of the 2001 ESBA Consent and Operating Agreement is
attached hereto as Exhibit C.
37.

Said differently, following ESBA's 2001 conversion to a limited liability

company, each Agent held a one-third membership interest as an administrative convenience
strictly as fiduciary nominee for a joint venture of his group of ESBA Participants, and the
Participants owned fractional interests in that one-third membership interest. The Agents held
no membership interests in ESBA, except to the extent they also happened to be ESBA
Participants.

Upon information and belief, prior to October 7, 2013, the Agents owned

approximately 8 percent of the membership interests of ESBA by virtue of their ownership of
ESBA Participations.
38.

Because the Consent and Operating Agreement expressly referenced and

incorporated the Participation Agreements, and itself contained no substantive terms, the
identical Participation Agreements thereupon became the Operating Agreement of ESBA and

See Schneider v. Malkin, No. 60561712001 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty Feb. 14,2002).
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governed matters typically set forth in limited liability company operating agreements such as
the transferability of membership interests (i.e., the fractional interests therein called
Participations) and governance (calling for the vote of 100 percent of Participants for all major
matters).

Neither the Consent and Operating Agreement nor the Participation Agreements

contain any purported waiver of fiduciary duties owed by the Agents to the Participants. To the
contrary, the Participation Agreements, which, as stated above, constitute the Operating
Agreement of ESBA by virtue of their having been incorporated by reference into the Consent
and Operating Agreement, explicitly state that the Agents "shall act, without compensation, as
agent for the joint venture [of the ESBA Participants] in the ownership of The Property." See
Ex. A,

B.

at~3.

The Consolidation and IPO
39.

Under the terms of Leona He1msley's Last Will and Testament, the Helmsley

Estate was required to liquidate its considerable commercial real estate interests, including its
interests in the ESB, with the proceeds to go to a charitable trust. Upon information and belief,
the Malkin Defendants perceived a potential sale of the majority interest in ESBC to a third
party as a threat to their continued domination over ESB and the enormous fees they derived
therefrom.
40.

On November 29, 2011, the Malkin Defendants disclosed in an SEC Form 8-K

that they had unilaterally determined to consolidate various Malkin-controlled properties,
including ESB, into a publicly traded REIT.
C.

The Poison-Pill
41.

In a patent attempt to prevent third-parties from submitting competing offers for

ESB, and thus in flagrant violation of their fiduciary duties, on November 30, 2011 - that is,
one day after the Malkin Defendants' disclosure regarding their intent to undertake a
15

consolidation of the various properties including the ESB into a publicly traded REIT - the
Malkin Defendants unilaterally prepared and executed a First Amendment to the ESBA
Operating Agreement, the principal purpose of which was to incorporate a so-called "poison
pill" provision in the organizational documents of ESBA (the "Poison Pill Amendment"). A
true and accurate copy of the Poison Pill Amendment is annexed hereto as Exhibit D.9
42.

The Poison Pill Amendment stated in sum and substance that any person or entity

subsequently acquiring 6 percent or more of the Participations in anyone of the three ESBA
Participant groups would lose all economic and voting rights attendant to the ESBA
Participations acquired. In other words, the Poison Pill Amendment provided for the complete
annihilation of the benefits otherwise conferred on the holders of ESBA Participations in the
event the acquisition equaled or exceeded the 6 percent threshold.
43.

There was no purpose for the Poison Pill Amendment other than to prevent

potentially superior tender offers for ESBA Participations. That is, the Malkin Defendants,
once again in contravention of their fiduciary duties to Participants, discouraged - in effect,
precluded - competing offers superior to the Proposed Consolidation, to facilitate approval of
the Proposed Consolidation by the Participants, who otherwise had little to no opportunity to
liquidate their positions.
44.

The Malkin Defendants weakly, and mendaciously, claimed a business purpose to

the Poison Pill Amendment - to prevent interference with management; but the flagrant selfdealing inherent in the adoption of the Poison-Pill Amendment is belied by the fact that for
nearly a half-century preceding its adoption, there was never a need for a poison pill. It is

9

The allegations regarding the Poison Pill Amendment are also inserted for contextnal relevance, inasmuch
as they stand as habit of evidence of Malkin Defendants' low regard for - and willingness to breach - their fiduciary
duties. No claims are brought herein based on damages flowing from the ultra vires adoption of the Poison Pill
Amendment.
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hardly a coincidence that after fifty years, the announcement of the Proposed Consolidation and
the adoption of the First Amendment occurred in the same month - indeed on consecutive days.
45.

The Poison Pill Amendment was an ultra vires act (in addition to being a patent

breach of fiduciary duty by the Agents).

Under the express terms of the Participation

Agreements, Participations were freely transferrable to persons who have reached majority and
legally formed business entities. See Ex. A, ,-rto(a). Moreover, the Participation Agreements
explicitly state that assignees of Participations "shall be a member of the joint venture with the
same rights and obligations as the transferor."

Id.

Finally, the Participation Agreements

explicitly state that they cannot be amended or modified without the consent of the 100 percent
of the Participants. Id. at ,-r5. Yet, under the terms of the Poison Pill Amendment, once a person
or entity becomes an "Acquiring Person" (by acquiring 6 percent or more of one group's
Participations) such Acquiring Person loses all of its rights even though it is a permitted
assignee under Section toea) of the Participation Agreement. The Poison Pill Amendment
therefore purports to modify the Participation Agreements without the consent of 100 percent of
the Participants and was thus void as an ultra vires act taken by Agents, who had no regard for
the binding Participation Agreements under which they served, much less their own fiduciary
duties.
46.

As stated above, the Participation Agreements prohibit a variety of transactions

(including the conversion of ESBA to a REIT or any other business entity or the modification of
the Participation Agreements) without the consent of 100 percent of the Participants. However,
the Participation Agreements contain another provision stating in substance that if the Agents
propose a transaction requiring the consent of 100 percent of the Participants and obtain the
consent of 80 or more of the Participants in their group, they may force the buy-out of the
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dissenting (or abstaining) Participants at a formula set forth in the Participation Agreements,
which now calculates to $100 per whole Participation. See Ex. A, at ~7.
47.

While that was a lawful provision when it was agreed to - in 1962 at which time

ESBA was a general partnership - the Forced Buy-out Challengers contend that it ceased to be
lawful and enforceable, in the context of a proposed merger or consolidation, once ESBA was
converted to a limited liability company (in 2001) because Section 1002 of the LLC Law
guarantees dissenting members the fair value of their interests (and prescribes a special
appraisal proceeding where fair value is disputed). The fair value of an ESBA Participation is
hundreds of thousands of times more than the $100 forced buy-out price and therefore $100
does not represent fair value. 10

D.

The Registration Statement
48.

Following the November 2011 announcement of the Proposed Consolidation by

the Malkin Defendants in the ESBA 8-K and the Malkin Defendants' illegal, unilateral adoption
of the poison-pill amendment, the Malkin Defendants issued and thereafter repeatedly amended
the Registration Statement, setting forth the terms of the Proposed Consolidation and IPO.
Beginning on January 23, 2013, the Registration Statement was to be used to solicit the
consents of the investors holding publicly registered Participations in the three largest buildings
in the Malkin Defendants' portfolio of syndicated real properties, including those of the ESBA
Participants.

10

As stated above, the Plaintiffs and four other ESBA Participants (hereinbefore defined as the "Forced Buyout Challengers") were granted limited intervention in ESRT 1 to assert this claim and such claim is now pending
before the Appellate Division. Detailed allegations regarding the forced buy-out are necessary here to understand
why, as is hereinafter alleged, the ESBA Participants had a right to revoke their consents when the ESB bidding war
erupted and all during its continuance. Thus, these allegations are made for contextual relevance; no claims are
brought herein regarding the legality of the forced buy-out, which is at issue in the appeal now pending in ESRT 1.
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49.

Under the tenns of the Registration Statement, ESBA would be consolidated into

a newly fonned public REIT (ESRT) which, through the REIT Operating Partnership, would
ultimately own the ESB and 17 other properties supervised by the Malkin Defendants, along
with the Malkin Defendants' affiliated management companies (including Malkin Holdings).
50.

The Registration Statement stated that securities issued by the REIT Defendants -

ESRT Class A Common Stock, ESRT Class B Common Stock and/or Operating Partnership
Units (hereinbefore defined as "OPUs") - would be given to the various consolidated
companies, including ESBA, in exchange for their contribution of real property interests to the
Operating Partnership, and that the consolidated companies would then be dissolved and the
REIT securities distributed to their members, including the ESBA Participants. The quantity of
REIT securities issued to a particular consolidated company would depend on the relative
equity value of the property it was contributing to ESRT in comparison to the equity values of
the other consolidated properties.

The types of REIT securities issued to a particular

consolidated company would depend on choices made by its constituent members, with each
security offering differing tax incidents and voting attributes.
51.

The Registration Statement included valuations of each of the properties to be

consolidated, prepared by Duff and Phelps, the "independent valuer" selected and controlled by
the Malkin Defendants. The Registration Statement assigned each property a so-called
"exchange value," generally equal to its free-and-clear value, less the debt encumbering the
property.
52.

In the case of the ESB, the valuation company arrived at a free-and-clear value for

the ESB as a whole, which then had to be apportioned between ESBA and ESBC. ESBA
owned a perpetual (fee title) interest in ESB, and ESBC only owned a lease having 63 years left
to run, with no renewal or purchase options, and the operating sublease called for fixed rent of
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several million dollars annually payable by ESBC to ESBA, with all the profits above that split
equally between the two companies, such that more than half the net cash flow belonged to
ESBA for the duration of the operating sublease and 100 percent of the net cash flow belonged
to ESBA thereafter. Nevertheless, the Malkin Defendants insisted - over the objections of Duff
and Phelps - to allocate the value of ESB between the two companies 50/50, based on the
purported "original intent" that the two companies were to operate as a joint venture. To add
insult to injury, all of the mortgage debt against ESB was subtracted from ESBA's half share, in
arriving at its aggregate exchange value. This was all done because the Malkin Defendants'
interest in ESBC - at 23.75 percent - was far higher than their interest in ESBA. 11
53.

Based on these calculations, the "exchange value" for a single ESBA Participation

was stated to be $323,800 to $358,670, depending upon whether the ESBA Participant had
previously consented to a voluntary override in favor of Malkin Holdings on profits from a sale,
even though those that did had only consented to an override being paid to the Malkin
Defendants if ESB was sold, which was not happening in the Proposed Consolidation. See, e.g.,
Reg. St., at p. 225.
54.

Critically, the over $300,000 exchange value attributed in the Registration

Statement to ESBA Participations bore no relationship to the value ofthe ESRT securities given
to ESBA Participants - because the public markets value REIT securities based on a variety of
valuation metrics like dividend yield rates and fund-from-operations multiples and not
appraised values - but the Malkin Defendants would later do all they could to obscure this fact
from and intentionally mislead ESBA Participants.

11

These allegations are inserted for contextual relevance - without them, one cannot understand the value
flowing to ESBA Participants in the Consolidation and that of course is necessary when evaluating the third-party
offers; no claims are being made for damages arising from the 50/50 allocation between ESBA and ESBC.
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55.

And, regardless of how the public market valued ESRT securities, ESBA

Participants could not realize that value - at least not for a considerable period. The Registration
Statement provided that the REIT securities acquired by ESBA Participants (and the members
of the other consolidated companies) would be restricted and could not be sold until at the
earliest, six months from the IPQ, as to half of a given Participant's holdings, with the
remainder being transferrable a year from the IPQ. Thus, ESBA Participants would be locked
in and forced to suffer the vagaries of the marketplace - including the ominous potential for
rising yields on the la-year treasury bond - which historically causes steep sell-offs in REIT
stocks, as they are typically big borrowers. This restriction results in the ERST securities, in the
hands of the ESBA Participants, having a value of no more than 75 percent of the IPQ price on
the date of the IPQ.
56.

The Registration Statement also explained that the REIT Defendants would

conduct an initial public offering (hereinbefore defined as the "IPQ") of ESRT's Class A
common stock, the proceeds of which in large part would be used to buyout the He1msley
Estate's interest in the consolidated properties and to reimburse ESBA and other consolidated
companies for the millions of dollars the Malkin Defendants had raided from their treasuries to
pay for the expenses of preparing the Registration Statement and other transactional expenses
associated with the Consolidation and IPQ.
57.

The Registration Statement provided that the consummation of the Consolidation

was conditioned on: (i) the closing of the IPQ and the listing of the OPUs and Class A common
stock on the NYSE; (ii) ESBA and ESBC's participation in the Consolidation, and (iii) the
closing of the Consolidation no later than December 31,2014 (the "Consolidation and IPQ").
58.

As stated above the Malkin Defendants, in their own words, stated in the

Registration Statement that they owed a "fiduciary duty" to ESBA Participants, along with
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"duties of loyalty and due care" and were required to "exercise good faith and fair dealing" in
their capacities as Agents and supervisor of the ESB. See Reg. St., at pp. 293-294.
59.

The Registration Statement was ultimately declared effective by the SEC on

December 21, 2012 and, on January 23, 2013, the Malkin Defendants disseminated it to the
investors in the three public companies, including the ESBA Participants.
60.

The Malkin Defendants strategically structured the Consolidation and IPO so as

to benefit themselves in every possible manner and in each instance, at the direct expense of the
ESBA Participants and their other legacy investors.
61.

For example, the Malkin Defendants valued the loss of income under their

management and supervisory contracts, plus an override only applicable on a cash sale of ESB,
at over $200 million, and allocated themselves ESRT stock based on those valuations. The
Malkin Defendants also over-allocated value to ESBC (as stated above), in contravention of
governing documents including the operating sublease held by ESBC, because the Malkin
Defendants' interest in ESBC was far higher than their interest in ESBA.
62.

Taking into account similar acts of self-dealing with respect to the other

consolidated properties, the Malkin Defendants allocated themselves in excess of $720 million
in ESRT stock they did not deserve (based on exchange values). (As alleged below, it was this
grander theft that led the Malkin Defendants to a further breach of fiduciary duties when thirdparty offers were later received.)
63.

This and other egregious acts of self-dealing by the Malkin Defendants led to the

filing of five class action suits with the Supreme Court of New York. Those five complaints
were consolidated into a single action (hereinbefore defined as "ESRT 1").
64.

None of the five class action complaints contended that the $100 forced buy-out

of ESBA Participants violated the LLC Law (or that the poison-pill amendment to the ESBA
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Operating Agreement violated the Participation Agreements and was therefore ultra vires and
void).
65.

Although the court presiding over ESRT 1 ordered the various class plaintiffs in

the five consolidated complaints to file a consolidated complaint via the class counsel appointed
by the court within 120 days, that never happened. Instead the case was settled for a pittanceabout 1 percent of value of the Consolidation, with a portion of the settlement fund to be paid
by the Helmsley Estate.
66.

Although the settlement of ESRT I includes as is typical a release of claims

(binding on ESBA Participants who did not opt out) relating to the self-dealing complained of
in the class action complaints and otherwise inherent in the Consolidation and IPO, the release
does not extend to the wrongful acts complained of herein relative to the third-party offers, nor
to any other acts or omissions taking place after the ESRT 1 settlement was approved.
67.

Class counsel got the support of the Malkin Defendants, and ESRT, which was a

party to ESRT 1, to an eight-figure legal fee. As part of this process, the class counsel and the
defendants in ESRT 1 conspired to and did lie, saying that a tax-advantaged restructuring of
Registration Statement was part of the settlement. In fact, contemporaneous correspondence
demonstrates that the tax restructuring was independently agreed to by the Malkin Defendants

prior to the ESRT 1 settlement negotiations even beginning. Ultimately the fee awarded to class
counsel reflected approximately $100 million of value attributable to this unrelated tax
restructuring, about twice the value of the true settlement. This was just the beginning of
ESRT's aiding and abetting the Malkin Defendants' repeated breaches of the fiduciary duties
owed to the ESBA Participants.
68.

The Malkin Defendants engaged in a relentless campaign of harassment and

intimidation to obtain votes of the ESBA Participants. They hired MacKenzie Partners, Inc. as
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a proxy solicitor.

Professional telemarketers incessantly called the thousands of ESBA

Participants threatening them that if they did not vote yes to the Proposed Consolidation, their
Participations would be confiscated for $100 apiece. The Malkin Defendants even went so far
as to say that if one group of ESBA Participants hit the requisite 80 percent threshold but the
others did not, dissenting or abstaining Participants in that tranche would have their
Participations confiscated even though, in such event, the Proposed Consolidation would not
consummate.
69.

The Malkin Defendants also raided the ESBA treasury to the tune of nearly $20

million to pay for IPa expenses and threatened not to reimburse those raided funds absent the
Consolidation being consummated. The Malkin Defendants made this threat even though the
Participation Agreements explicitly required the unanimous consent of Participants to a REIT
conversion and this consent was not obtained when the treasuries of the consolidated companies
were raided.
70.

12

In addition, the Malkin Defendants repeatedly misrepresented to ESBA

Participants that the IPa would be priced at the so-called "exchange values" (the appraised
value of the properties less mortgage debt) set forth in the Registration Statement when they
knew at that time that that representation was made that it was false and that the ESRT stock
would be priced far lower.
71.

Indeed, so brazen were the Malkin Defendants in these misrepresentations that

they often left recorded voicemails blatantly misstating the value of the ESRT stock ESBA
Participants would in receive. In one such recorded voicemail (occurring after the court in
ESRT 1 approved the ESRT 1 settlement), Defendant Peter Malkin said:

12

No damages are herein sought based on the raiding of ESBA' s treasury by the Malkin Defendants.
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Hi ... It's Peter Malkin, uh, a voice from the past and an old friend ... calling just
to follow-up with regard to the consent we're awaiting from you with regard to
the proposal to, uh, create a real estate investment trust, uh, which would give
you, uh, we think some terrific advantages. Urn, the results of it would be that
your existing $35,000 interest [i.e., over 3 Participations], uh, in Empire State
Building Associates, uh, actually, technically $33,750, uh, would be
converted into over $1 million of stock listed on, uh, the exchange, uh, and New
York Stock Exchange, urn, and, uh, you have the papers.
I'd be happy to speak to you. Uh, It's Peter Malkin, uh, Larry Wien's son-in-law,
and you can get me at my office at 212-850-2650. Urn, I'd be happy to answer any
question you have. I just want to be sure you know, and that when this program
does go forward, in addition to the shares that you would receive, uh, you would
receive a bonus distribution of approximately $40,000, uh, and, and I can give
you the details on that when we speak. So, once again, Peter Malkin. Uh, best to
you, .... Take care.
72.

At 3.375 Participations, Peter Malkin's representation that this investor would

receive "over $1 million of stock" was clearly predicated on the misrepresentation that the
ESRT stock would be priced at the "exchange values." (3.375 times the over $300,000
exchange value ofESBA Participations.) In fact, this investor received under $700,000 worth of
ESRT stock on the day of the IPO, but could not - and still cannot - sell any of it, because it is
restricted.
73.

In addition, Peter Malkin misrepresented the certainty of the Consolidation and

IPO closing by saying "when [not if] this program does go forward ... " Thus Mr. Malkin
effectively threatened the investor with confiscation of her valuable Participations absent her
coerced consent since all Participants were well aware that if 80 percent consented, any nonconsenting or abstaining Participants would have their Participations confiscated.
74.

Finally, Peter Malkin deftly states that the raiding of ESBA's treasury to pay for

the enormous IPO costs will be repaid if and only if the IPO closes. That reimbursement is what
Mr. Malkin obscenely describes as a "bonus."
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75.

Ultimately the campaign of illegal harassment, misrepresentation and the

threatened confiscation of dissenting and abstaining ESBA Participants' Participations proved
successful. Despite an organized opposition to the Consolidation and IPO involving hundreds
of Participants,13 on June 12, 2013, the Malkin Defendants announced they had achieved the
requisite 80 percent consent level and promptly issued forced buy-out notices to all ESBA
Participants who voted against the Consolidation and IPO or abstained, threatening to buy them
out for $100 if they failed to change their vote and consent to the Consolidation and IPO within
ten days of receiving the notice. Thereafter, all or nearly all of the non-consenting ESBA
Participants were forced to change their no-votes to yes-votes.
76.

The Malkin Defendants' June

12th

letter was itself an illegal and crucial part of

that harassment/coercion campaign. It stated in relevant part:
We write to advise you that [ESBA] has received more than the required 80%
supermajority consent for consolidation .... The solicitation for consent to the
consolidation is terminated effective today ...
(Emphasis supplied.)
77.

Yet the Registration Statement explicitly told each Participant:

you may revoke your consent to the consolidation, ... at any time in writing
before the ... date that consents from participants equal to the percentage
required to approve the consolidation '" are received ...
See Regis. St., p. ii. (Emphasis supplied.)

78.

The required percentage of consents for ESBA is 100 percent. See Ex. A, at

~4.

As stated in the Malkin Defendants own words:

13

ESBA Participants who were opposed to the REIT maintain an informational website containing links to
press articles, court filings, ESBA and ESBC organizational documents, appraisals and fmancial analyses, as well as
SEC
filings.
See
EMPIRE
STATE
BUILDING
INVESTORS. COM,
the
Malkin
Defendants'
http://www.empirestatebuildinginvestors.com (last visited Dec. 29, 2013.) The group also hosts bi-weekly
conference calls to which all ESBA Participants, regardless of their position on the REIT, are invited to ask
questions, share observations or simply listen in.
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Unanimity on the consents is required pursuant to the organizational documents
of Empire State Building Associates L.L.C. .. .. with respect to ... the
consolidation ... "
See Regis. St., p. 92.

79.

Thus, the Malkin Defendants' unilateral attempt in their June 12, 2013 letter to

"terminate" the solicitation of consents for those who had already consented, intentionally
misleading consenting Participants into believing that they had no further option to revoke their
consents, while actively continuing to solicit the consents of the remaining 20 percent, was a
direct violation of the Registration Statement. Either the solicitation process is over or it is not;
the only purpose for oddly saying that the solicitation was terminated for those who had already
consented was to mislead those Participants into believing their revocation rights had lapsed. It
is tautological that one stops seeking a consent once one gets it; there was only one purpose for
this supposed tautology - to revoke their right to revoke consents. As will be seen, this piece of
chicanery proves critical because the premium offers described below all came in while the
consent revocation right was supposed to be open.

c.

Premium Bids for the Empire State Building

80.

The pendency ofthe appeal of the trial court's ruling on the legality of the forced

buy-out - and the possibility that a decision would eventuate blocking the Consolidation caused the marketplace to perceive the possibility of a cash sale ofESB to a third-party.
81.

Thus, six days after the Malkin Defendants announced that they had attained the

requisite consents to proceed with the Consolidation and IPO, on or about June 18, 2013,
Cammeby's International, through its President, Rubin Schron, offered to purchase the Empire
State Building for $2 billion in cash, including a $50 million non-refundable deposit. Under the
terms of the Cammeby's offer, Mr. Schron agreed to close the transaction in 90 days, with no
due diligence period, and agreed to be responsible for the commission of Cammeby's broker.
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Although Cammeby's and Mr. Schron were represented by independent counsel, in the hopes of
getting the Malkin Defendants to address the offer, class counsel here, Stephen B. Meister of
Meister Seelig & Fein LLP, transmitted the offer to counsel to the Malkin Defendants in ESRT
1.

82.

Critically, the Cammeby's offer also granted ESBA Participants the right to

exchange their Participations for a non-managing membership interests in a new limited liability
company Cammeby's would form to buy the ESB.

Participants electing to remain invested

were to be credited with a capital account equal to their pro rata portion of the cash purchase
price, redeemable, at the option of Participants, on or after the sixth anniversary of the purchase
at then-appraised values. Thus, Cammeby's offered ESBA Participants a tax-deferred structure
but with one crucial advantage over the Proposed Consolidation - ESBA Participants who
elected to remain invested would retain an ownership interest in just the ESB, not some
homogenized mass of 18 buildings including many far inferior to the iconic ESB.
83.

In short, Cammeby's offered two things the Proposed Consolidation did not -

immediate cash to those who wanted to cash-out or a continuing undiluted interest in the ESB to
those who wanted to remain invested.
84.

Mr. Schon is a billionaire and owner of millions of square feet of New York City

buildings. He is regarded as a shrewd buyer and in consequence the Cammeby's offer set off an
avalanche of other third-party offers for the iconic tower from other well-known and reputable
New York City real estate owner/developers.
85.

A few days later, a $2.1 billion all cash bid emerged from a joint venture between

Philip Pilevsky, Chairman of Philips International, and Joseph Tabak, CEO of Princeton
Holdings. Messrs. Pilevsky and Tabak are also wealthy and well-regarded developer/owners
known for their business savvy.
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86.

On June 24, 2013, the Malkin Defendants sent a perfunctory letter to ESBA

Participants advising them that two unsolicited bids to purchase the ESB, one for $2 billion and
one for $2.1 billion, had been received, and stating:
We consider all matters, including unsolicited offers, consistent with our fiduciary
duties, to form a judgment on what action is appropriate. We do not intend to
issue a comment until after our review.
87.

Downplaying the significance of the newly disclosed and potentially lucrative

alternatives, in their June 24, 2013 letter, the Malkin Defendants reiterated the threat of
confiscation to dissenting Participants and their unwavering commitment to proceed with the
Consolidation and IPO:
We are proceeding with the necessary steps to prepare for the IPO. In two
recently concluded entities, [ESBA] and 60 East 42nd Street Associates LLC, 10day buyout notices have been sent to non-consenting investors as provided in the
organizational documents, and we continue our efforts to assist affected investors
to avoid buyout by joining the supermajority consent. Except for the small
number of such investors still subject to these notices, no action is needed from
any investor at this time.
88.

Glaringly absent from the Malkin Defendants' June 24, 2013 letter was any

reference to the Participants' continuing right to withdraw consents to the Proposed
Consolidation - which ran until 100 percent consents were obtained - in order to explore the
potential benefits of a cash sale.
89.

It would not be for another two months that the ESBA Participants heard another

word on regarding the third-party bids from the Malkin Defendants, and by virtue of the Malkin
Defendants' intentionally misleading June 12 and June 24, 2013 letters, Participants who had
already consented to the Proposed Consolidation were deceived into believing their right to
revoke their consents had been "terminated."
90.

On June 27, 2013, Joseph Sitt, CEO of Thor Equities, upped the ante by bidding

on information and belief over $2.1 billion cash. Thor Equities' bid - similar to the Cammeby's
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bid - provided an option for ESBA Participants wanting to remain invested to exchange their
Participation on a tax-deferred basis for a membership interest in the acquiring entity, which, as
with the Cammeby's offer, would own only the ESB.
91.

On July 2nd 2013, defendant Thomas Keltner, one of the Agents, sent identical

form letters to bidders Schron, and Sitt and, upon information and belief, Pilvesky, in which he
simply stated, "[w]e are reviewing your proposal and will respond in due course." No substantive
response whatsoever was offered. No questions were asked and no offer to meet or discuss the
offers was suggested.
92.

Upon information and belief, on or about July 3,2013, an investor named Reuven

Kahane submitted a bid for the ESB of $2.25 billion all cash.
93.

Upon information and belief, on or about July 12 2013, Brazil-based investor

Moni Shababo offered $2.3 billion all cash for the ESB.
94.

On July 24, 2013, Mr. Sitt sent a letter to defendant Keltner stating:

My offer is now twenty-seven days old and we are awaiting your response. As
you know, the rates on the lO-year treasury bond are climbing and REIT stocks
have suffered. The Bloomberg REIT Index has declined 11 % since late May
2013. I am still very much interested in pursuing the acquisition of the Empire
State Building.
I am happy to meet to discuss your requirements and find a solution in the best
interest of yourself and your investors. Please let me know when you are available
to meet.
95.

On July 24th 2013, Andrew Penson of Argent Ventures submitted a bid for 60

East 42nd Street (also known as the Lincoln Building) for $710 million. Mr. Penson's offer was
substantially in excess of the $704 million appraised value of the Lincoln Building set forth in
the Registration Statement.
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96.

Having received no substantive response whatsoever, on August 8, 2013, Thor

Equities made two new offers: one offer for ESBA's interest - at $1.25 billion - and one offer
for only the Helmsley 63.8% interest in ESBC - at $557,812,500.
97.

As revealed by the comment letters recently released by the SEC following the

third-party offers, in a letter dated August 27, 2013, the SEC inquired of the Malkin Defendants
as to the cash bids:
We note the recent public information in regards to offers to purchase the Empire
State Building and 60 East 42nd Street. Please advise us whether you plan to
consider such current offers after the offering and formation transactions. We may
have further comment.
98.

In a letter dated September 5, 2013, the Malkin Defendants responded to the

SEC's inquiry as follows:
In response to the Staffs comment, the Company [ESRT] supplementallyadvises
the Staff that certain pre-formation entities have received indications of interest
from third parties to purchase the Empire State Building and 60 East 42nd Street
(the "Proposals"). The Proposals were not addressed or submitted to the
Company (or its operating partnership). If the proposed purchasers were to amend
the Proposals after the offering, the full board of directors of the Company,
including the independent director nominees, would have to consider the revised
Proposals. The Company cannot speculate as to how the full board of directors
would respond to any proposal it may receive after the offering relating to all or
any portion of the Company's portfolio, including the Proposals if they were
submitted to the Company. In addition, the Company supplementally advises the
Staff that management has no current intention to recommend to the Company's
board of directors that they sell these assets following the offering, although the
board of directors will consider any offers it receives in accordance with their
fiduciary duties.
99.

On September 6, 2013, the Malkin Defendants issued a letter to the ESBA

Participants, stating that they had declined to pursue or accept any of the offers thus far made,
and disclosing that they had, on ESBA's behalf, previously retained Lazard as advisor to
evaluate the offers:
As fiduciaries, we review all matters concerning the investment groups we serve.
In our review ... , we engaged [Lazard] as an independent financial advisor. After
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our review, we have concluded it is in your best interest to proceed with the
Consolidation and IPO ...
100.

The Malkin Defendants' perfunctory response not only failed to provide the

rationale for their rejection of the offers, but it failed to include a copy of Lazard's analysis upon
which their conclusion was purportedly based. Moreover, the Malkin Defendants failed to offer
any details whatsoever concerning the terms of Lazard's retention or the data and materials
provided to Lazard in order to complete their analysis.
101. In consequence, Plaintiffs and, upon information and belief, other ESBA
Participants, demanded that the Malkin Defendants provide a copy of Lazard's report and
opmlOn.
102.

In a brazen violation of their fiduciary duties, the Malkin Defendants refused -

and, to date, have continued to refuse - to disclose Lazard's report and opinion. Lazard's report
constitutes an ESBA corporate record which was undoubtedly paid for with ESBA funds, and is
profoundly relevant to Participants' decisions (to the extent such decisions, including the right to
revoke a previous consent, had not been "terminated").
103.

Audaciously, in response to demands for the Lazard report, the Malkin

Defendants stated that:
a.
"Lazard was not engaged to prepare a report for public
dissemination ... " -- in other words, we don't want you the investors to know
what ESBA's independent financial advisor thinks is the best course of action for
you;
b.
"to protect the confidentiality of the information" we will
not give you the report - in other words, the advice we forced you to pay for is
confidential and only we fiduciaries can see it, not the folks we work for; and
finally;
c.
"to comply with the federal securities laws" we will not
give you the report - in other words, though the law requires us not to be
misleading and to disclose all relevant information and not to omit any material
information, we must make sure you don't see the one report that tells you what to
do.
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104.

On September 9, 2013, not having received a substantive response from the

Malkin Defendants as to any of its previous proposals, Thor Equities extended a third offer to
purchase ESBA's interest in the ESB (to which the Malkin Defendants had assigned an exchange
value of$1,183,612,549) at the increased purchase price of$1.4 billion.
105.

By letter dated September 9, 2013, Plaintiffs' undersigned counsel transmitted

Thor Equities' $1.4 billion offer, on behalf of Plaintiffs, to counsel for the Malkin Defendants,
stating:
Enclosed please find a revised offer from an affiliate of Thor ... offering to
purchase fee title to the [ESB] (and the Master Lease) from [ESBA] for $1.4
billion. This offer is materially greater than the allocated portion of the [ESB]
appraised value.
In addition, if the [Forced Buyout Challengers] ... are ,successful on appeal, title
to the [ESB] will remain vested in ESBA notwithstanding an intervening deed
from ESBA to [ESRT] signed by Mr. Malkin, because in that event, the consents
will be deemed "irrelevant and void." See February 21, 2013 Transcript of
Proceedings, at 53 :26,
Given that Thor's offer now well exceeds the exchange value, and given that the
REIT transaction will be nullified if the appeal is successful, my clients urge
Malkin Holdings to give earnest and serious consideration to Thor's offers, as
they believe their fiduciary duties compel under the circumstances.
In all events, my clients hereby demand that you furnish them (by delivering to
my office) a copy of the report of [Lazard] referenced in Malkin Holdings'
September 6, 2013 Form 8-K.
Finally, given ESRT's status as a party defendant [to ESRT 1], my clients demand
that Malkin Holdings tum over to interested third parties, such as the underwriter
and title companies, a copy of this letter so that my clients are not met with claims
by such third parties that due to inadequate notice to them there should be no
unwinding of the REIT consolidation should they be successful on appeal.
106.

Critically, Thor Equities' increased offer also included the option for ESBA

Participants to remain invested in the acquiring entity rather than accepting a pro rata portion of
the purchase price in cash. As disclosed in a November 11,2013 ESRT press release, the ESB
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Observatory hosted a record 1.39 million visitors in the third quarter of 2013, representing a 3.6
percent increase from the same period of2012. Observatory revenue grew 15.7 percent to $33.1
million, from $28.6 million in the third quarter of 2012, attributable to a combination of a better
mix of ticket categories and direct sales to visitors. Moreover, for the nine months ending
September 30, 2013, the Empire State Building Observatory recorded a 1.1 percent increase to
3.28 million visitors, from the same period in 2012. Observatory revenue was $76.7 million, a
12.0 percent increase from $68.5 million for the nine months ending September 30, 2012. The
ESB's recently released financials are consistent with the Malkin Defendants' own projections,
which predicted significant increases in distributions payable to the ESBA Participants should
the Consolidation be abandoned in favor of maintaining the then extant ownership structure.
Thus, it was a crucial benefit that Thor Equities' offer permitted ESBA Participants to remain
invested in just the ESB (in contrast to the Consolidation, which forced Participants to remain
invested in a multi-property REIT involving numerous inferior properties).
107.

On September 18, 2013, the Malkin Defendants filed a Form 8-K with the SEC

announcing that consents to the Proposed Consolidation had been received from 100 percent of
the ESBA Participants.
108. On October 1,2013, a company called OitcRoyce LLC made an offer for the third
publicly held building, 250 West 57th Street (formerly known as the Fisk Building) for
$391,100,000 all cash. OticRoyce LLC intended its offer to qualify as a conforming "Third
Party Portfolio Transaction" as such term is defined in the Registration Statement, and thus its
proposed purchase price exceeded 115 percent of the free-and-clear value listed in the
Registration Statement for this property.
109. In short, the pendency of the forced buy-out appeal, the uncertainty it created and
the sharp fall-off in REIT stocks, triggered a bidding war, provoking ten unsolicited bids
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8 for

the ESB - from 8 different bidders, and one unsolicited bid for each of the Lincoln and Fisk
Buildings; and all of those bids (with the solitary exception of the last bid from OitcRoyce,
which was not for the ESB, in any event) were received while the express right to revoke
consents was open (or better said, was supposed to be open) - that is, before consents from 100
percent of the ESBA Participants had been obtained.
110. Despite the these numerous premium offers, upon information and belief, not a
single substantive response was offered to any of the bidders by the Malkin Defendants - none
of the bids was definitively rejected (by a communication to the bidder); not one question was
asked of any bidder; not one inquiry to change a term; not one offer to meet; not a single
telephone call was made to any of the bidders.
111.

Throughout this bidding war, several additional well-known and well-regarded

investors and developers inquired as to the possibility of making their own bids. However, given
the Malkin Defendants' unequivocal message to the marketplace - no matter how much better
and higher the bid, the Malkin Defendants were hell-bent on going forward with the REIT
Consolidation - these potential investors waited on the sidelines.
112.

In a letter dated September 19, 2013, the Malkin Defendants finally spoke to

ESBA Participants regarding Thor's latest blockbuster offer of $1.4 billion for just ESBA's
interest in the ESB:
We determined [Thor's] latest proposal to be materially less [than the
Consolidation], as it (i) obligates ESBA to pay down debt of $300 million and
transfer taxes of up to $42 million; (ii) deprives participants of their
reimbursement of portfolio planning costs [the euphemism used by the Malkin
Defendants to describe their raiding of ESBA's treasury to pay IPO expenses];
(iii) deprives participants of their current distribution of excess cash reserves; (iv)
nullifies participants' share of class action settlement proceeds; and (v) triggers
the override payment to Malkin Holdings payable by 94% ofESBA participants.
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113. But the Malkin Defendants' "rationale" for rejecting the latest Thor offer was not
a rationale at all but rather a highly transparent rationalization. Even with paying down $300
million in debt and paying transfer taxes (which would have been less than $42 million), the
Thor offer, as will be shown, was approximately $500 million higher on an apples-to-apples
basis; the supposed deprivation of "portfolio planning expenses" pales in comparison, as does

the share of class action settlement proceeds, both low eight-figure sums; the "cash reserves"
would certainly have been payable to the Participants under Thor Equities' offer (it was buying
real estate not ESBA itself); the override is paid by Participants in the Consolidation (though it
shouldn't be); and in any event would not be payable by Participants who elected to remain
invested under Thor Equities' offer (though all Participants must remain invested for the
restriction period in the Consolidation and yet still are being charged the override).
114.

On top of all that, it is sheer folly to value the Consolidation at the IPO price

(even though, as stated above, doing that still makes the Thor offer $500 million better). Under
the Consolidation, no Participant can cash out for six months, and then only for half his stake; he
must wait a year to cash out the balance. During that restriction period, the Participants are not
only deprived of the use of their money, they are subject to the vagaries of the marketplace locked in, and unable to sell, if war breaks out or interest rates spike, for example.
115.

Although it was not known to the ESBA Participants until after their revocation

right had truly ended and the consent solicitation process had truly terminated, the $13 per share
IPO price yielded a total gross valuation for ESRT of$3.126 billion, a far cry from the $4.182
billion the Malkin Defendants stated in the Registration Statement (p. 88). And, after ESRT paid
the staggering costs of the Consolidation and

lP~,

the net value of ESRT was only $2.892

billion. ESBA's share, at 21.82 percent of the REIT, makes the ESBA interest valued at just
$816 million.
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116.

These figures were known to the Malkin Defendants, however, when Thor made

its latest offer; yet they concealed this crucial information from ESBA Participants and worse
intentionally misled them into believing the IPO would be priced consistently with the $4.182
billion valuation set forth in the Registration Statement through the last day the Participants had
the right to revoke their consents.
117. In any event, as stated above, that $816 million ESBA value cannot be realized by
any Participant for 6-12 months. This means the $816 million Consolidation value of ESBA, to
be compared on an apples-to-apples basis with Thor's cash offer, must be discounted by 25
percent. This puts the Consolidation value of ESBA at $612 million, nearly $800 million less
than Thor. Factoring in the class action settlement proceeds and the debt payoff, the Thor offer
is still roughly $500 million better than the Consolidation.
118. To put this in terms germane to the individual Participants, the Thor offer, taking
into account the debt and class action settlement proceeds, and fairly considering the restriction
and the consequent inability of Participants to cash out for 6-12 months under the
Consolidation, comes to $150,000 per Participation more than the Consolidation.

Even

without discounting the Consolidation to account for the restriction, the Thor offer is still better
by $90,000 per Participation.
119.

It is thus clear that the Malkin Defendants, while paying lip service to their

fiduciary duties, in reality forced the ESBA Participants to forego a staggering $500 million,
just so the Malkin Defendants could line their own pockets and Anthony Malkin could say he
was Chairman, CEO and President of a publicly traded REIT.
120. And while it is possible that ESRT shares may trade up in the future, there is no
guaranty what their price will be when the restriction ends, and, in any event if they do rise, that
means that the value of direct interests in the ESB would likely also rise in value, which is what
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Thor and Cammeby's offers allowed ESBA Participants to elect to receive if they wished to
remain invested. In any event, the date the law requires for the measure of damages is the date
of the Malkin Defendants' breach of fiduciary duties - which was the date ofthe IPO.
121. Moreover, the Malkin Defendants refused to consider the third-party offers even
though there was plenty of time to consider the third-party offers - as stated above the
Registration Statement did not require that the IPO and Consolidation and close until the end of
2014. And, of course, the mere consideration of the offers would not have required derailing
the Consolidation and IPO - unless and until terms acceptable were reached and a third-party
offer was accepted - whereupon an appropriate at-risk deposit could have demanded. (As stated
above, the initial Cammeby's offer included a $50 million at risk deposit so it is safe to assume
that could have been demanded of all bidders.)
CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
122. Plaintiffs, each a former ESBA Participant whose ESBA participation interests
were converted to ESRT common stock and/or OPUs upon consummation of the Consolidation
and IPO, bring this action as class action pursuant to New York Civil Practice Law and Rules
901 on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated former ESBA Participants, except the
Agents (who in some cases are themselves former ESBA Participants) and any person,
corporation, firm, trust or other entity related to or affiliated with the Agents or any of the
Defendants, who are liable to all other former ESBA Participants for monetary damages as set
forth in this Complaint (the "Class").
123. This action is properly maintainable as a class action.
124. A class action is superior to other available methods of fair and efficient
adjudication of this controversy.
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125. The Class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable. There are
in excess of 2,800 former ESBA Participants located throughout the United States and abroad.
126. There are questions of law and fact that are common to all Class members and
that predominate over any questions affecting any individual members of the Class, including,
but not limited to:
a.

whether the Malkin Defendants breached their fiduciary duties to

Plaintiffs and members of the Class in failing to consider numerous all-cash premium offers for
the Empire State Building or interests therein;
b.

whether the Malkin Defendants failed to exercise the requisite good faith

and fair dealing in refusing to negotiate or even agree to a meeting with a single one of the
reputable real estate owner/developers who extended lucrative cash bids for the Empire State
Building or interests therein;
c.

whether the REIT Defendants aided and abetted the Malkin Defendants'

breaches of fiduciary duties of loyalty and due care owed to Plaintiffs and the members of the
Class by substantially assisting the Malkin Defendants in breaching their duties by among other
things closing the IPQ while the appeal of the forced buy-out was pending;
d.

whether Defendants have unjustly enriched themselves at Plaintiffs and

the Class members' expense in refusing to consider or meaningfully entertain a potentially more
lucrative cash sale of all or a portion the Empire State Building in favor of proceeding with the
Consolidation and IPQ;
e.

whether Plaintiffs and the Class members are entitled to monetary

damages and if so, the proper measure of such damages.
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127. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of the claims of other Class members and Plaintiffs
have no interests that are antagonistic or adverse to the interest of other Class members.
Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interest of the Class.
128. Plaintiffs are committed to prosecuting this action and have retained competent
counsel experienced in litigation of this nature who has first-hand knowledge of the facts and
circumstances giving rise to Plaintiffs' claims.
129. Defendants have engaged in acts and omissions that affect Plaintiffs and all
members of the Class alike, and Plaintiffs and the Class Members have been similarly damaged
as a result of such acts and omissions.
130. The prosecution of separate actions by individual members of the Class would
create a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications among the members of the Class, which
would establish incompatible standards of conduct for Defendants; or adjudications with respect
to individual members of the Class would, as a practical matter, be dispositive of the interest of
other members or substantially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests.
CAUSES OF ACTION
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty Against the Malkin Defendants)

131. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1130 above, as if fully set forth herein.
132. At all times relevant, the Malkin Defendants owed Plaintiffs and other members
ofthe Class fiduciary duties of utmost loyalty, fair dealing and due care.
133. At all times relevant, the Malkin Defendants were obligated to exercise good faith
and fair dealing in considering alternatives to the Consolidation and IPO to maximize Plaintiffs'
return on their investment.
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134. The Malkin Defendants have breached their fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs by, inter

alia, failing to meaningfully consider numerous all-cash premium offers for the fee and/or
master lease positions in the Empire State Building from reputable real estate owner/developers
in favor of proceeding with the Consolidation and IPO, misleading ESBA Participants into
believing that their right to revoke consents had "terminated" before they in fact did terminate,
misleading ESBA Participants, during the bidding war, into believing that ESRT stock would
get priced consistently with the exchange values listed in the Registration Statement, concealing
and refusing to disclose the crucial Lazard report, and closing the IPO while the Forced Buy-out
Challengers' appeal was pending, thus sending a profoundly final message to the marketplace
that ESB could not be bought at any price, in order to put an end to the bidding war, all in order
to enable the Malkin Defendants to reap hundreds of millions of dollars in unwarranted selfdealing benefits for themselves at the expense of their legacy investors.
135. As a result of the Malkin Defendants' brazen self-dealing and willful breaches of
their fiduciary duties, Plaintiffs and other members of the Class have been damaged in an
amount to be proven at trial, but believed to be in excess of $500 million.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty
Against the REIT Defendants)
136. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1130 above, as if fully set forth herein.
137. At all times relevant, the Malkin Defendants owed Plaintiffs fiduciary duties of
utmost loyalty, fair dealing and due care.
138. By committing the acts alleged herein, the Malkin Defendants have breached their
fiduciary duties to the ESBA Plaintiffs.
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139. The REIT Defendants aided and abetted, and were knowing and willing
participants in, and substantially assisted, the Malkin Defendants' breaches of their fiduciary
duties owed to Plaintiffs, for the purpose of advancing their own interests to the detriment of
Plaintiffs by, among other things, closing the IPO while the appeal of the forced buy-out was
pending, in order to enable and facilitate the Malkin Defendants' refusal to consider the thirdparty cash offers and to put an end to the bidding war.
140. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiffs have been and will continue to be damaged
in an amount to be proven at trial, but believed to be in excess of $500 million.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Unjust Enrichment Against all Defendants)

141. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1130 above, as if fully set forth herein.
142. Through the wrongful course of conduct and actions complained of herein,
Defendants have been and will continue to be unjustly enriched at the expense of Plaintiffs.
143. The circumstances are such that equity and good conscience require Defendants
to make restitution to Plaintiffs.
144. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiffs have been and will continue to be damaged
in an amount to be proven at trial, but believed to be in excess of $500 million.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment against Defendants as follows:

A.

Certifying this case as a class action, certifying the proposed class and designating

Plaintiff and the undersigned as representatives of the Class, and certifying counsel herein as
Class Counsel;
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B.

On the First Cause of Action, a judgment against the Malkin Defendants, jointly

and severally, in an amount to be determined at trial, but believed to be in excess of $500
million;
C.

On the Second Cause of Action, judgment against the REIT Defendants, jointly

and severally, in a n amount to be determined at trial, but believed to be in excess of $500
million;
D.

On the Third Cause of Action, judgment against all Defendants, jointly and

severally, in an amount to be determined at trial, but believed to be in excess of $500 million;
E.

Awarding Plaintiffs pre-and post-judgment interest;

F.

Awarding Plaintiffs the costs, expenses and disbursements of this action,

including attorneys' and experts' fees and, if applicable, pre-judgment and post-judgment
interest; and
G.

Awarding Plaintiffs such other and further relief as this Court deems just and

proper.
Dated: New York, New York
January 6,2014
MEISTER SEELIG & FEIN, LLP

~--=-()-Stephen B. Meister, Esq.
James M. Ringer, Esq.
Remy J. Stocks, Esq.
2 Grand Central Tower
140 East 45 th Street, 19th Floor
New York, New York 10017
(212) 655-3500
Attorneys for Plaintifft
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ATTORNEY VERIFICATION

Stephen B. Meister, an attorney duly admitted to practice law in the State of New York,
under penalties of perjury, affirms the following:
That deponent is the attorney for the Plaintiffs in the action with offices at 2 Grand
Central Tower, 140 East 45th Street, 19th Floor, New York, NY 10017; that deponent has read
the foregoing Class Action Complaint and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true to the
deponent's own knowledge except as to the matters therein stated to be alleged upon information
and belief, and as to those matters believes it to be true; that the reason this verification is made
by deponent instead of Plaintiffs is that Plaintiffs are not presently located in the county where
the deponent-attorney maintains his office. Deponent further says that the grounds of his belief
as to all matters in the Class Action Complaint not stated to be upon his knowledge are based
upon conversations with the plaintiffs, other witnesses and a review of writings relevant to this
action.

-?f)
~ISTER
Sworn to before me on thistf
day of January, 2014

&
ELIZABETH D. ROE
~QTARY PUBLIC - STATE OF NEW YORK
NO.01R06086036
QUALIFIED IN NEW YORK COUNTY . '"
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Pro~.:r<:,.

rortll 1..., thi,s

a.r'l

r1.1'~un

~r'm1se5.

on

~UCh

~

such 1'&rt1.::1-

tht date ot the <1epos1t 1..."

o.r (1.1) tllt valu.. ot

1nterut 1n The!
~

eontr11:ue1.on

"~a~.nt th~r.ot ):0

c1uol'1l:ed.

a tractional

~ap1tal

Thl pr1:e Shall

u

with 1U t"'!.;hta and.

a.~~emln~

Su.=h

~he 1ntarut

rather

e~an

Pa~1Q1~an~ an~

as a
ehe

valu.., and. it they tail to so

(.l5) "ys a..tter the :sal. and. r;ramst".r ot

eh. 1....,urtst sna..l,l be et":eeead as provided in th. t"Ollowtl'l;
subparag~aph

ot

e~1~ ~arag~aph

1, ene

<11s~t!

as to the

val~l

"

,

.

. •.

)

shall

aetei:'l'll1::ea =1' a:l=1traUon in a.c:c:o:-:::&nc:t \>11th ehe·

~e

l'.lrov1S10ns ot pa..t"agrap.O 12 hereQt.
~haat ~r1ot ~e

shall tht

ana.r

c:1:-":u.mnanc:es

00

less ehan $100.

The sale an.d. tra.nsterto ehl Purchaser ot the

1nurue ot s,uah Part1c:1l'.l&:'u: shall.

oe

d'!'ec:ttd. 01' :ht d.el'cs:':

10 escrow 07 the Purehase: wieh Witn, Lane & Kl.1n,
!&S'1: Ll2nd. Street, No' York, New

'(Q~,

s~.c1t1.4

cat ucun1:

The Agent U· bereoy

ttme wt:h 1.n

&t any

nicety (90) days atter the al'or.sa14 ten

~1'

"er1od, ot the

1:1 sW:)uct10n (1.) ot ChU pan.gr1.p.h T.
~vocaol1'

ap;:lcinttd. attorn.y-tn-tact (or

such Part101=-=t to .xecute any papers and. to take any

aotion necus&%"7 to eVi.dtne. au-oh sale and. transtlr.
~haa.r

shall Chen accept tht trans!.r 1.n

t4*~u~on

o.

a

~.mb.r

anc:1 00111&1:10nll

1:2 subStc·t1oa (u.) ot
R~.d. Val~.R)

Qth.~

the
and. shall

wr~t1n!1

o£ the joint vtncur. w1;h 1:ht sam.

sucb PlU't101pant.

U

60

!s~s'J

tau

P~;:lb

It the

n.l.~.

r1on~s

r,tt:'r!!c!. to

T (he"ln <:allld the

14 h1;her than th. amount ot the escrow

tn ••• o~ acme sha.U prolZrl'tl:r ma11, '07 o,,:'":1.:18d. or

d.e~oI1:

r~s1.s-

.
te"1'.1 III&.U,

.. c:.rtU'1..d. eri.clc 1.0 tht &mount:' ot such cie~o.u:

d.1:'eCUI'.1

such n0l2-<:Ql2Sdnt1n8 ,P&r-e101;1ant

1:0

r:

acllinS".
escrow

lii.s lu'C !ene'll"

&c

UtCUnt ~

the agrtt4 vilul 1.1 low.:t than ehe

ci.~OS1t,

th.a the escrow astat Shall

so =ail,

~'Cl1

b,. etrt1t1.d. Qr rec1St'l"1Ict. aU, " c':"1:1(1.<I. chIcle 1:.:
UlCW2t equal to the

retund. .th.

=~&Cc.

s.
A.$l!n~ shall

~ed.

ot the

~=e~t ~

prov1citct. 1:.:

eo th.

~ara~ph

J~

·and. shall

~h~er.

6

he~.ot,

:~e

1~1l1::"~;:s

g::",QSS

a~4

eo the Asent'S

ceSl1;ence or unlu:s aruingout ot

\Jnd.er the Secu.r!e!e:s Act ot 1933.

-_._-..._--_._---_.._.- ._----

!...'l

1, 1962, nor tor attY oc11.ac1cn

on or att.r J&nu&r7 1, 1962, unless

nlt'Ul a:1;1con4uct,
an'1

.ac~~w cil~oa1C

~1e1pa.nt,

a.tl

oo'C; b. 1'.r:Qnall~ laDle tor &a'1 act ;:e!"!'or.:ec!.

sco4t&1th an or &tter
~1a1n;

<:alut to the

:he

...---~-..........,...

.......... --.---~~-----

~e

....-..-'-.--~-..,..~--.--.-~--

"
t,

Part1c:1paats ahall indemnity the Agent

1n

~rQ~ort1on

to their

interests in Th. ~rQ~'~y qa1nat .any loslS or 11a.l;1l1ty to
wh1en eta Asent may

subjected 0'1 reuon

~I

Such indemnity snall not

htr.unc1er.

loss or 11a.bU1ty ru1.llting

~rQm

a.p~l~,

o~

act.inS a:s Agent

now.v.r, to any

obl1.;ations inQl.U':'td "r1.or to

Jan~j

1, 196a, or resulting from ool1iat1ons· incl.U':'ea at any

time

oad

in

fa.~eh

9.
aseneil', or· it

A.

or in oontravent10n

~

tn. terma

o~

tn1s

U tn.. Aatnt $hall d.s1.re to tU'IIlinau aU

a. sna.ll

1:. remcv.<1 u

v1dl<1 ollow, the Agent shall,

U~Qn

such in. ell. UZ2Z1.r pt"C ..

accounting to hU successor

for a.l.l funds wb1ch have I'rev1ouall e01l1 into b 1., \:Icsusa 1.c:m I
C. di,chargad froll all further 11aQ111t7 u

.5.
cUr.et1on

Ag.nt •

"nil Asent -1 b. r.IICve<1 b1 tn. wr1.cun

~ ~1C1~ts

own1..n, a.e l.ut Chne .. four'tns (3/ 4 )

ot '!'h •. Prop.rty.

c.

In the tvent ot thl :.s1;nat10n, removal,

death, incoll;!.tenc'1 or other c1UabU1ty of tnt As.nt auring Che

QOnt'1nWIDOI" ~the JClUle venture; the fOllQwirlCI'.rsons, in ehe

oraer statea, shall succeed h1m as a. m.mber ot the
a.n~

act a.s his successor

(l)

hlr~c1.r:

AlvUl S.

0:'1.""', "oslyn, New 'fork;
!~~'~'"

:.:

Str~et,

~ew

'fork,

~ew

\:I~cer=n1p

YorK;

.--

r:.a.c.,

MlS1(U,ns

at 5204 c.la.-

.

J'I

\

,

'

"

(5)

r..

Harold.

StrucUerJ res1d.1ng ae 345

E&st sand. St~.t, Ue..., Y~rk, New York;
Robe~

(6)

I. Wd,.umann, NS1d.1ng at 6 Oak:;

R1d.;. Raact,WhiU pta,1:1a, New York

('7') . Ralpb W. 'daun, :ontd.ing ae 30-16
203rd. Street, S&ys1d.' 1 New

Yor3c~

An7 person

(a)

~

:u.u

&It clu~aud. 1n

-nUDC 'by Pa.rtid.pants OW'ft1ZSC at l.ut tl'lree-t'c:u:otbs (3/4 )

ot The P:"Crpe:'t'1.
succ.ssor sball bavt tb.same r1,nt.s ar.(

!a~b

ool1p.Uona &.I the Agent namttc1

o.re1::. Al:or

person wno shall be

act1nc U aD Agent P'UZ'SUaDt tQ anor otntr &lrse=ent rela.t:1:'lg eo

a p&:'UIe:'sn1" 1:1te....s'C 1:1 tbe s:ua,rtnlrship sball bt 41.sc:;.ua.l.1.t"1ec1

t...,. ut1DC ... ACID: b.nuz:ct.r.

S1.=w.ca:2eousll w'1,t.o the e:ucut1Qn

D.

tni.'s

~

ac:"I'''Dt, ttl, "'Int sil&ll a.cute. an us1gnment ot 1'1:1
an4 rd bU

MUter

~t,

r.eu.,

CUlII and. ul't:enst, 1:an1', 1.::1 a.r: to the

l.eav1nlolamc totnue ot th. usig:see.

ulignmeDt sball be

f.i.~oa1Ud.

or1g1:al (!c:rp1' ot tb1.s
UQoa tbe aQQc1ntment

such successor

w1.t.ts Wi.a} t.a.ac at Xldn, !.sq:s.

~'I!III.nt,

ot a Succ'l~cr to the Ag.nt, the name o~

.:screw shall oe relea:JIf.i.
taneCWIIl~ .•~.cu~e

a.a

Such

1:: uc:r:w, tQgl~h.r ~1tn ene

shalll:l"1.::I:s.~ed

.

ProQI1""C':j

in the u:s1..;::=ent and ehe

~. succt~~or

a.:s:s~=ent:

snall

:he~u;on

s!=ul-

tor u:se 1:17 hu succe:SQr !.."J

,;~e

same manner.
• •

•

~

..:;0 ..:.;

......~...

--lO. A.

The sa.le or e:-anster ot ehe 1..tlterur: ot a.."l7

Participant: nertunaer, except

~rsuaot:

eo paragrapn 7

her~oti

sha.ll not tie 1Ta11d. unlu:s: . (1) ene transt"eru 1.5 an 1na!. V't":'J.a.!.

ot full ase or a trusr: J

co~orat1Qn,

,

-~-

r1~

or otntr en:1r:7;

.

,.

(i1) aupl1aate originalS 01'
evta.ncin~

appropr1a~e

tn:trumenc~

wr1Cetn

such sal. ana transter are ae11verea co the Agene tor

<1epos 1 t 'olfl. chene or1iinal oopy 01' thU

~U!m.n t

i ( 111) en /I

transferee shall aocept the transter ic wr1t:tns; ana (iv) such
instruments
,.

are a,l1verea

to the Agent as

ne

to

=a~ re~1r.

ev1aenoe che au.thority 01' thlll transteru co aocept .the crams!!r.
!r the transt.~.e complies with.theSf requirements, he shall :e

a lIellber ot t12e Joict venture

w1t:1'S the

sue right! ana obliga-

tions as the transteror.
I.

No Pazt1c1pact,
. other thac the Agent, shall

au:'1nS his U,ttt1m. 't01W2t.u1.1y sell or transter a
1l2terest 1:2 ~. Property; provtc1ea,' ho"e'tu", that
who holels an 1l:ltenst 1.:2
oQntr1~ut1on

ict,rest

~.

a.oapital.

~7 s.~

sent1:S a.oap1tal oontr1aut1cn

t'Ul1

ac'

~

AaT 1a=t1c:1pant

~ aD

u~oc

$10,000, or any

1:lttrt:n rtp" ...

$5,000.

~~

a,s1inatl any 1nc11v1c1ual 01"

hiS a«ath, LS a IIlmber 01' the

Suca aes1ina:1QC shall
tae aece&4ed

adm1nutntor

~.

za4. 1= :h.

P~t=1paa~1

Q~

.
&net <1d1ver such

or 1: no:

re~~-e

~o ~e,

eh~

executor or

the Q..oe&4fct l'are1ctp&:t IS t:s't4C' 3l:1allmak!
aU1i1'%4t.1cn.

In dth'r event, the exeeutor or
1nstr"~.nt3

as :he

eo evtc1.n: •. the transter 01' ch. aeeeasea

Pa.r..:la 1;:&:2t IS 1.."n:ertSt
;"1'1"'~~ <"'""'r.~.• .,.r-

JO~~ v.n~••

ta4~ ~1ll &e¢ r,s~ament

admtni3eracor shall al$o c1.l1ver such other
Aient may

~art

or an.,. tr"J.:St, ¢o",onUon, t'1n or other tnttt,. to

suco ••4 bim,

~

Pa.rt1a!.;=&:2c

or trans:.:, a

ooctr~u.t1on ~

l&:'gttr put 1:2tu·.. st wa1ch 1..s a amJ.C.1pll

11.

a.

1roperty representing .• cap1tal

ot 1101'" thao $10,000

r.pnsent~

01' hu

pa.M

n,'f!~l'I;!tL ~l,1.t:!h

t~

ehl c.es!;;nee a.na :he au.thor1.-:j

or.~

':~e

de:s1gnae:!.on. . Am/suer: c.es:l.gnu anal::'

qual1t;r as a. su.coeuor oy aLcc:ept:1.ng su.c:h c.u1gnaC1on in \011"1.:1•.',:;,

ana shall thereupon Ol'f a mmDber ot the Joint vencure 'lI1::n· :!'le
samer1.ghcs a.:lc1 obl!.gae1orl:J as the c.eoea:sea :'a.r1:1.:1.;:&:21:.

-7-

"tt,.

,

-II'

.

.I.e th. event that any Pal"ti01;Ja.t.It· d.iu and _

no su.cceuQr' tor h1m 1squalU"1ed. within e1sht (8) months
th8 rea.t te r , t h" sUMi vl.ng 1'ar1: 1= i~a.n ta maY' pUl"t:haae the in te r. :s ~

ot the d.«clued. Participant hU'tunc1lr with1..'l l't1ntty· (90) cia:}"'!
att.r the

(8)

Ag.~t r.~.iv.s

~onths' ~.r~Qc1.

exerc:1.:se SUCh

notici ot the .xp1l"&tion ot suoh

eig~e

the survivl.ng partioipants desil"1ng to

QPt1Q~

to pur::hase shall ShUI 1n such pu.:ehase

1n the same i'roportion as ehe tractional
to the1r total. tnctioonaJ. 1nt.resta.

1nt.r~st

ot each

'l'be Pric. Ih-aU

ae

bear~

the

amount ~ the ~ap1tal Qontr1~t1on ot the dec.as.d ~1ci~ant,

ltsaac7

~p~.nt

th.reot to the dat. ot death,

a.

Shall such price

c~umat&ncu

~ut ~der

l.ess than $100-.

no

The Agent: 1::

hereby 1r:'evocab17 appotnted. attorney-tn .. tact tor the deceued
h.rt1=1pantto Ixecute an'1 papers and. to t:'aJc:. 1n7 oth.r ac tion

c.cesaar:r to .v14.nc. such sal. ud. t::oansttr.

'rh' pu..-:hu1ng

P&:t1c1panta ahall acc.~t the tranat.r in wriCins, &ad. th.~ ..

upon, the sal. &Cd. tracst.r shall

or The Property

10 the C1t7

~

Q~let

••

A:J:rr <iupot.1.tt a:rU1ng out ,ot or "p:'C11ng this

3.2.
~'_Dt

a.

~ha.ll

be determined.

New Yor.k. 1: acccrd&cee w1cn

~y

u=1trat1Qn

~h' rules

at en.

AlIenoM ArbUnt10a A..aaocUt1oZ2 cnea 1n ettle':, &net such
ctec1a1Qa sball.oe b1nd.1n$ u~on all at e~. ~~1's.

13.

't'hU

~ell'llt

Shall icu.re to th8 08net1':ot

a=d. b. b1cd.1nC upon the h.irs, te,al
sors anet us~a

pa.rtn.t!I_~"'·_t"

1nteaetect

at tne

~hat

~f

ehe Master t.ease, and i: is

the pannenhip at: nQ t1.::. operate Che

In the event of any terminatiQn ot

any

su~uquent

succes-

~a.rt1u.

.. r"'.c"'\·~I!!:t:'Stlj,~

~~

r~pre •• ntatives,

pr~m1.:e:.

cne Operating Sublease or

SutlleaSl, eh. A€j_nt 13 her'!!t:lY' autl'lorUec1 a.nd

d.1:'!!cte<;1, &net the A€jent: herebY' a€jreu I to
...;.i.

CaU3«1

ene ;remt::le:s ::l

be

~subl.t

1m:i.1led-utely to a eO",Qrac1oo or otll.er entity wnoll:r

.Qwntd. by the th.n paJ:'1:r1'en· in the pa:-tn,nh 1".
l~'

shall be on ehe sam.

whioh had. entrttotor.
shaJ.l ee

t~m

(Donth

the Sublease. $hall

agent tor. or on
Upon exeoution

and.

e.rm~~at.d.,

bt

~Qna1t1on3 a~

except that the term thereot

aoting tor its own &coount

ot. th.

~a:-tn.~hi~

sons tor t'rmlllat1Qn ot tht prior
. shall b. oanoelled. and.

15.

aD:

or the

noe

LS

Part1Q1;an~s.

the new Sub1.&•• , Agent shalt not1ty all Par-

ticipants ehereat and. shall ad.vi,. tn.

other Subi.as.

eh. Sublease

tn e:O:Jc:uUns ChI! new Suoleau,

to !%Ienth.

behal~

or

t.rm~

Such new Sub-

r.~lao.d.

~,.m.nta

This

Part101p~~ta o~

Suble~e.

at sucn

tne

~,a

The ne . . . Sublease

t1l%l1l ~

ene cons.nt to

shall Oil Qota..1lltd. trelll E'art1Q1p&nU .•

~.astnt

and. the Joint ventur1f created

. ner1l0y shall btl ;aV1Imild. by the laws ot' tne State or Ntw York.

16.
oount.~s,

and. all such

ThU a.gruas.ntatay '0. executed 1.n any humce.r ot

taoh

or

Which shall b. d.••med. to be an original.

Q~t.~~

shall together oonse1tute & S1nglf

Dr mN!SS WH!lt!OP I the

~a.re1U

have hfnunto set

their band.s tne u:r and. 1'U t1nt above \lInct,n.
C:l.p1taJ.

Contr1l:)ueion

'.I

• _ ;, ~ ";...

- • •• A-";:"" .... .,

-

.,

-

lnct10nal
!nt.r~st

• • • $ 3,490,000.00

2i19/1.100

l,c60,coo.co

lCQ/llCO

$ 1,3 40,000.00

l3 4/1100

-~ -'

$

-~,
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EXHIBITB

IN CONSIDERATION of the sum of
Dollars ($'10,000

Ten Thousand

) paid to LAWRENCE A. WIEN, ASSignor,

residing at the Hotel Plaza, 768 Fiftb Avenue, New York,
Naetw York, byl
. ______________________
REDACTED

~1.

..

eignee, reslding

receipt of wh1ch 1s hereby· acknowledged, said Assignor
hereby assigns, transfers, grants and releases unto said
Assignee, pursuant to the terms of a certain joint venture
agreement, dated as of January 1, 1962, among Lawrence A.
Wien as Agent and others, a l/llOOth

fractional interest

(which represents an or1ginal cap1tal contribution of

$ 10,000 ) as a Participant under said agreement in the
joint venture created thereby, in the interest of the Joint
venture in the Master Leasehold on the Empire state Building
located at 350 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York, and in the
interest of the jo1nt venture 1n Empire State Building Associates, a co-partnership, having 1ts off1ce at 60 East 42nd
Street, New York, New York.
In the event that overage rent for a lease year which
includes a period prior to the effective date hereof shall
hereafter be received from the operating lessee of the
premises, such rent shall be apportioned between Assignor
and Assignee according to their respective periods of
ownership, and the Agent is hereby authorized and directed
to pay over to ASSignor his share of any distribution of
such rent.
Assignor warrants and represents that neither the
aforesaid interest, nor any part thel'eof, has been previously aSSigned, transferred, pledged or otherwise disposed of by

Ass~gnor,

and that said interest is owned by

Ass1gnor free and clear of any liens or encumbrances.
transfer.

Assignee hereby accepts
Dated:

January

2~

1964

REDACTED

gnee

EXHIBIT C

CONSENT AND OPERATING AGREEMENT FOR
EMPIRE STATE BUlLDING ASSOCIATES L.L.C.

ReferenCe is made to Empire State Building Associates ("Associates"), a partnership
existing under a July 11, 1961 Agreement among Lawrence A Wien and others (the
« Agteemeirt).
It is the intent of the undersigned partners in Associates to convert Associates to a limited
liability company on the basis that, after such conversion, Assodates will as specified in the
applicable New York statute be the same entity with the same assets and th8.t AssociateS'
partners and participants will have the same rights and duties, except that such p..-tners and
participants will hereafter receive the benefit of the resulting insulation from liability to third
parties.

To effect the matters herein, the undersigned partners in Associates hereby irrevocably

consent arid agree (i) to convert Associates to a New York limited liability company with the
name "Empire State Building AssociateS L.L.C.", (ii) to continue at ail times to have the same
rights and obligations in relation to the other members of such company as the undersigned
wOUld have Uildet applicable law as if such compiuiy were a partnership, (iii) to cause Associates
to contillue to be tre~d as a partnership for income tilx purposes, (iv) to instruct and authorize
Wietl & Miilkin LLP, as AssOCiates' Supervisor, to effect the conversion (inCluding, Without
limitation, acting as ~ejit for AsSOciates and its members in executing and filing any necessary
certificate) with such changes in the Agreement as may be deemed necessary by Wien & Malkin
LI...P under New York law, so long as such changes do not substantively change the rights and
responsibilities among the parties to the Agreement or the effect of such conversion as described
herein, and (v) to adopt all terms of the Agreement as Associates' limited liability company
operating agreement With only the following modifications:
1.
Throughout the Agreement, "partnership" shall be amended to read "limited
llability company"; "partner" shall be amended to read "member"; and "Empire State Building
Asilociates" shall be ametided to read "Empire State Building A'llsociates L.L.C."
2.

The folloWing shall be added as a neW last sentence of Paragraph 9 of the

Agreement:
"'No member shall have the right to withdraw and receive cash for his or her
iriterest frtmi the limited liability COmpany prior to dissolution and liquidation of the company,
bUt this provision shall not affect a member's right to sell, assign, pledge, or otherwise dispose of
such interest hereunder."
As amended hereunder, all terms of the Agreement are hereby coilfirmed and remain
fully in effect as Associate's limited liability company operating agreement. By signing below,
the undersigned irrevocably consent and become a party to the Agreement as amended
hereuiider, whIch shall be binding on the undersigned and their respective heirs, representatives,

SUccessors and assigns.

8877

<,
The terms of Associates' participating agreements under which the undersigned serve as
agents for participants are hereby confirmed and remain fully in effect without change.

To confirm the foregoing, the undersigned have signed below as of the date indicated.

Date:

As CifSepteinbet~ 2001

o~
Peter L. Malkin

~'----

Anthony E. Malkin

"

"..\ " .
AGREEMENT ll'Iade this 11th day of July, 1961~ among

LAlttmNCE A. w:mN, reSl.ding at Newtown TUrnPike (no street
number), weston, Connecticut; HENRY

w.' KLEIN,

res1d:1ng

at

sterliilg Road (no street number), Harr1son~ New York; and

EETER L.

MALIa:N,

residing at

SuDun1t Ridge Road (no street

number)~ Stamtcird. connecticut.

!!.!!!.!.§.!!!li:

WHEREAs. the
for the

parties desire to create a partnership

purpose only ot

ac~r1ng

a Master Lease ot the

.Empire state Building .. at 350 Fifth AVC;Ulue, New York City,

and of the underlying land (sa:Ld BUlldiilg a.n4 land he1-e1n
referred to as the "Prem1SeG II).. md to make an Operating
Sublease of the premises; and

"WHEREAS, the parties desire to define their

respeotive'rights and obligations as members of such partnership.

NOW, T.BEREFoREi in consideration of the mUtual
covena~ts

heJ.>ein conts'1ruld, the pat>ties agree as toUows:
1.

The parties hereby form a

part~rship

to be

known as tiEilQ;lti>e state Bu.1lding Assoeiates ".

~he

off1¢e of' the partnership shall be ma1nta1lled

a.t 60 East

principal

42nd Streetl New York~ New York.. or at such other address

as the

parties
2.

may hereafter deSignate.
The partnership shall enter into a

contrae~

to

pUi"cbaae froD1 Eii!.pire S:!;ate Building Corporation the Empire

state Building and the Lease of the iand underlying the
BU:l.ldingl shall arrange' to have the Build1ng conveyed to the

fEle owner of the land and the Lease m.oditied to cover both
the BU11d..1l'1g and the land so a~ to become a Master Lease of

the premises" and shall then make an Operating Sublease of

"-. '.:

the preDl1ses to an Operat1ng Sublessee.

The only purpose

the partnership shall be the olinership of the Master Lease.

3.

The partnership shall continue and shall not be

dissolved unt1l all of its assets (including the Master

Lease) shall have been disposed of pursuant to this agreeand shall not be interrupted by the

ment~

death~

act~

bankruptcy,

retirement, insanity or other legal disability of

partner, the assignment of any interest of any

partner~

or

any other caUse.

'- 4.

Each partner shall own a one-third interest in

the partnership, and all proi'its and losses of the partnerahip shall be shared proportionately.

5.

The finn. of Wien, Lane & Klein of 60 Ea.S t 42nd

Street, New Yo:dcl New York.. shall maintain the books and
records of the partnership, shall supervise the operation
of th1.s agreement and shall be compensated therefor in an
aiilouzit to be deterlil.1ned by the partners.

6.

Each of the partners shall bave the right to act

on behalf of and to bind the partnership with respect to the
acceptance ot service or process .. the acceptance of:

airy

and

all notices that may be served or mailed to the lessee under
sald Master Lease .. as contemplated by the

term:s~

covenants ..

agreements, provisions .. conditions and limitations thereof..
and thEi performance 6'1' any and all matters having to do wi

arbitration as set forth in said Master Lease.

7.

During the reinainder of the term of the Master

Lease.. in each case and in each original and in each subse
instance.. neither the Master Lease. nor the interest of the
partnership in said Master Lease. nor in any rentals under.
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t

'"

.,-, -:.

....

-.
any lease-or under any

sublease~

shall pe

sold~ asS1gned~

transferred or in any other way disposed of" whether by

operat10n or law or otherwiue" nor shall the premises be
sublet as an entirety~ without the prior written consent
ot: the lessor under said Master Lease baving been firut

had and received.. as prov1ded in said Master Lease •

.-'-' 8.

The Master Lease shall not be renewed#

SOld.. transferred or I!l()rtgaged .. nor shall any mortgage on

the. Master Lease be modified;o nor shall the Qperating SUb-

lease be mod1fied.. nor shaH any other Operating sublease
of the pre'm1ses be made or modified.. nor shl;ll.l

anY pa.r1;ner-

ship asset be disposed 01' in any manner:t except bY agreement
of all the

partnem.

9.

Any

partner may des;Lgnate any indiv1dual

01'

f'Ull age to succeed him,. upon his death.. as a member of the

partnership.

Such designation shall be made by an aOloro<or:1a:t;e

1nsti'Ulil.ent in wrltipg.

It no such designation haS been

~de by the deceased partner.. the executor of his will or

ad!idtrl.strator 0.1" his

es~te

sha.ll make such designation.

Ani ind1vidual so deSignated shall accept such designation
in wr1t1ng.. and sllall thereupon be a member of the partnersh1p with

the same rights and obligations as the deceased

par-tnel'.
10.

AnY dispute regarding this agtoeement or any

asset of the partnership

shall be detei"mined by

arb1 ....·"............... 1

1n the City ot New York.. in accordance with the rul.es of

the AmeriGan Arbitration Association then in effect, and
such decision" shall be binding upon all of the partners.
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•
11.

!:ir-" ".~- .'

This agreement shall inure to the benetit of

and be binding upon the heira .. legal representatives ..

successors and assigns ot the parties hereto.
IN WITN.ESs wHEHEOF$ the parties have hereunto set

the:i.r hands the day and year first above wr:1tten.

'I

. (.
~ "

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING ASSOCIATES',

:\,

,.
'.

}.

L

PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT

t

Dated:

I

July 111 1961

•
~t

..

~:

WIEN,LANE

&

KLEIN

ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
Lnroo:t..li' :atnLDXMO

60 EAST 4 2 - STREET

NEWYORK t7,N.Y.

EXHIBITD
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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549

Form 8-K
Current Report
Pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
Date of Report (Date of earliest event reported): November 30,2011

Empire State Building Associates L.L.C.
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)
Commission File Number: 0-827
13-6084254
(IRS Employer
Identification No.)

A New York Limited Liability Company
(State or other jurisdiction of
incorporation)

One Grand Central Place, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10165
(Address of principal executive offices, including zip code)
(212) 687-8700
(Registrant's telephone number, including area code)
N/A

(Former name or former address, if changed since last report)
Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation
of the registrant under any ofthe following provisions:
• Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)
• Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)
• Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR
240. 14d-2(b))
• Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR
240.13e-4(c))
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Item 1.01. Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.
Item 5.03 below is incorporated herein by reference.
Item 3.03. Material Modification to Rights of Security Holders.
Item 5.03 below is incorporated herein by reference.
Item 5.03. Amendments to Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws; Change in Fiscal Year.
On November 30, 2011, the members of Empire State Building Associates L.L.C. (the "Company"), a New York limited liability company,
executed an amendment to the Company's limited liability company agreement (the "Amendment") to create three new series (series A-I, A-2
and A-3) of a new class of equity membership interests (the "new series") which provide protections similar to those under a shareholder rights
plan for a corporation. Each new series corresponds to a participating group for which a member acts as agent. In general terms, the
Amendment works by imposing a significant penalty upon any person or group that acquires 6% or more of the outstanding participation
interests in a participating group. The Amendment should not interfere with any merger or other business combination approved by the
members (other than such person or group).
A summary of the terms of the Amendment follows. This description is only a summary, and is not complete, and should be read together with
the entire Amendment, which has been filed as an exhibit to this Form 8-K. A copy of the agreement is available free of charge from the
Company.
a.

Distribution. Each new series will be distributed to the members of the Company who act as agents for the corresponding
participating group and hold their membership interest for the participants who hold a beneficial ownership interest in the
membership interest held by the member. The members will be deemed to have distributed each new series immediately
thereafter to the participants in its corresponding participating group.

h. Restrictions on Acquiring Person. Any interest owned by an Acquiring Person CAP") in a new series which corresponds to
a participation group in which an Acquiring Person acquired more than 6% of the participation interests will not have the
right to receive distributions or have any voting rights. Once each new series is distributed, any person who subsequently
acquires more than 6% in any participating group would be an AP and the AP provisions applicable to each new series would
apply to each such new acquirer.
c.

Economic rights. Each new series will have economic rights to receive three times the distributions payable from time to
time on the participation interests in the corresponding participating group. Because each participant other than an AP will
be entitled to distributions on the new series, the distribution of the new series will not reduce the distributions of any
participant other than an AP.

d. Voting rights. Each new series will vote only on actions as to which the participants in the corresponding participating group
have voting rights. For the new series to approve an action, the action must be approved by the required percentage (which
is the same as the existing required percentage for the participating groups) of the holders of the new series. Membership
interests in each new series will be subject to the same buyout provisions with respect to non-consenting members as the
existing participation interests in the corresponding participation group. Because each participant other than an AP will be
entitled to voting rights in connection with the new series, the distribution of the new series will not alter the voting rights of
any participant other than an AP.
The Amendment provides that any action on which the agents previously required the consent of the participants will be
approved if consented to either by the vote of the agents (with the consent of the participating groups) or by the required
consent of each new series.
The new class of equity membership interests will not affect the vote or consent on any matter as to which agents had the
power to act without participant consent.
e.

Trigger amount for economic and voting rights. The economic and voting rights of a new series will be effective only if the
new series is triggered by the acquisition by an AP of 6% of the participation interests in a corresponding participating
group. Among the factors taken into account in setting the threshold amount at 6% was the fact that many shareholder rights
plans of public corporations have a threshold amount of 15% and most public corporations require a majority vote to approve
a merger or sale of all or substantially all of the assets. The ratio of 15% to the 50% needed to block a majority vote in a
public
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corporation is 30%, and the 6% threshold amount in the Amendment is 30% of the percentage of each participating group
needed to block a vote in the Company.

f.

Transferability. The units in each new series will be transferrable only simultaneously with the transfer of a corresponding
number of the participation interests in the corresponding participating group.

g. Other provisions. Upon request, the Company will give any prospective AP a list of the agents and the persons each agent
represents.
Withdrawal. The rights of the new class may be withdrawn at any time in the discretion of the members of the Company and the trigger may
be waived by the members of the Company as to an AP without waiving the rights of the new class as to other APs.

Item 9.01. Financial Statements and Exhibits.
(d) Exhibits.
3.1

Amendment Number One to the Limited Liability Company Agreement of Empire State Building Associates L.L.C.,
dated as of November 30,2011, by and among Peter L. Malkin, Anthony E. Malkin and Thomas N. Keltner, Jr.

SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its
behalf by the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

Empire State Building Associates L.L.c.

Date: December 5, 2011

By:

/sl Mark Labell
Name: Mark Labell
Title: Senior Vice President - Finance
Malkin Holdings LLC, Supervisor*

*Registrant is a limited liability
company supervised by Malkin
Holdings LLC. Accordingly, this
Form 8-K is being signed by a
senior executive of Registrant's
supervisor.
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EMPIRE STATE BUILDING ASSOCIATES L.L.C.
FORMS-K
INDEX TO EXHIBITS
3.1

Amendment Number One to the Limited Liability Company Agreement of Empire State Building Associates L.L.C., dated as of
November 30,2011, by and among Peter L. Malkin, Anthony E. Malkin and Thomas N. Keltner, Jr.
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Exhibit 3.1
AMENDMENT NUMBER ONE

TO THE
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY AGREEMENT

OF
EMPIRE STATE BUILDING ASSOCIATES L.L.C.

This Amendment Number One to the Limited Liability Company Agreement of Empire
State Building Associates L.L.C. (the "Company"), dated as ofJuly 11, 1961, as amended by the
Consent and Operating Agreement for Empire State Building Associates L.L.C., dated as of
September 30,2001 (collectively, the "Agreement"), and as further amended by this Amendment
Number One, dated as of November 30, 2011 (this "Amendment"), is entered into by and among
Peter L. Malkin, Anthony E. Malkin and Thomas N. Keltner, Jr., as the members of the
Company ("Members"). Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined are used as
defined in the Agreement.
WHEREAS, (i) the Company wishes to issue three series of Class A Common Units, one
for each Participating Group (as defined in this Amendment), and distribute each series to the
Member who acts as Agent (as defined in this Amendment) for the corresponding Participating
Group and (ii) each series of Class A Common Units shall be deemed to have been
simultaneously distributed to the holder of the corresponding Participation Interests (as defined
in this Amendment) with respect to each Participation Interest so held, which require certain
changes to the Agreement; and
WHEREAS, among the factors taken into account in setting the Threshold Amount (as defined
in this Amendment) was the fact that many shareholder rights plans of public corporations have a
threshold amount of 15% and most public corporations require a majority vote to approve a
merger or sale of all or substantially all of the assets. The ratio of 15% to the 50% needed to
block a majority vote in a public corporation is 30%, and the Threshold Amount in this
Amendment is 30% of the percentage of each participating group needed to block a vote in the
Company.
NOW, THEREFORE, intending to be legally bound, the parties hereto hereby agree as
follows:
1.

Amendments.
a.
A new Section 12 is hereby added to the Agreement which provides as
follows:
12.
Member Interests. The Members are hereby authorized to issue a new
class of membership interests with three separate series which collectively shall
be designated as the Class A Common Units. The Company hereby issues an
aggregate of 3,300 Class A Common Units, which shall be divided into three
series, designated as series A-I, A-2 and A-3, respectively, and each series shall
consist of 1,100 Class A Common Units with the Class A Common Units in each
series to be issued to each Member that is the Agent for the corresponding
Participating Group and deemed to have been simultaneously distributed to the
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holder of Participation Interests in the corresponding Participating Group in the
same number or fractional interest therein as the number or fractional interest
therein of Participation Interests held by such holder. Simultaneously with the
execution of this Amendment, such Class A Common Units shall be deemed
issued and each such record holder of a Participation Interest shall be deemed to
be the holder of a number of Class A Common Units in each series equal to the
number of Participation Interests owned of record by him or her in the
corresponding Participating Group. The Members may issue additional Class A
Common Units in the Company only in conjunction with the issuance of
additional membership interests, in their sole discretion. Each series of Class A
Common Units shall have only the rights set forth in this Amendment and shall
not have any other voting, distribution or other right of a member of a limited
liability company.
(a)

Voting Rights.
(i) The Record Holder(s) of a Class A Common Unites) shall have one
vote per Class A Common Unit.
(ii) Each series of Class A Common Units shall vote separately as a class
(and the approval of any matter on which the series of Class A Common
Units vote shall be determined as set forth in Section l2(a)(iii»; and the
only matters on which such approval shall be required shall be (A) the sale
or mortgage or transfer of the Company's interest in the Master Lease or
as fee owner of ESB (as defined in this Amendment), (B) the renewal or
modification of the Master Lease, (C) the making or modification of any
sublease affecting ESB, (D) the conversion of the Company to a real estate
investment trust, a corporation or any other form of ownership, (E) the
disposition of any of the Company's assets in any manner and (F) any
other matter which the Members determine to submit to the consent of the
holders of Participation Interests.
(iii) Any consent given with respect to a Participation Interest
automatically shall be deemed to be a consent with respect to any Class A
Common Unit in the corresponding series also held by such holder,
subject to the limitations on voting Acquiring Person Units in respect of
the series of Class A Common Units.
(iv) A series of Class A Common Units shall be deemed to approve any
such matter (A) listed in Section 4 if such matter is consented to by 100%
of the holders of such series of Class A Common Units or (B) submitted
voluntarily by the Members to the holders of Participation Interests for
consent, if such matter is consented to by the same percentages of each
series of Class A Common Units as has been specified by the Members for
approval of such matter by the participants.

2
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(v) Ifholders of 80% of the interests of a series of Class A Common Units,
subject to the limitations on voting Acquiring Person Units in respect of
the series of Class A Common Units, consent to any proposal submitted to
them, the Company shall have the right to purchase the Class A Common
Units in the series of Class A Common Units from any holder who has not
given such consent within ten (10) days after the mailing of a request
therefor. The price of each such Class A Common Unit shall be the
original cost of the corresponding Participation Interest, less any capital
repaid thereon, but under no circumstance shall such price be less than
One Hundred Dollars ($100). The mailing by the Company, by registered
mail, of a certified check for such price, at any time within ninety (90)
days after such ten (10) day period, directed to such non-consenting holder
of a Class A Common Unit at his or her last known address, shall as of the
mailing date effect the sale and transfer to the Company. The Members
hereby irrevocably appoint the Company as attorney-in-fact for such
holder of the Class A Common Unit to execute any papers and to take any
other action necessary to evidence such sale and transfer. The Company
shall then accept the transfer in writing. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the right of an Agent or designee to repurchase a Participation Interest
under the Fourth Section of the Participating Agreement (defined in this
Amendment) shall be deemed to include the right to repurchase the
corresponding Class A Common Unit for no additional consideration.
(b)
Distributions. Subject to and upon compliance with the provisions of the
NYLLCL and other applicable law, the Record Holder(s) of Class A Common
Unites) in any series shall be entitled to receive dividends or distributions,
including distributions in liquidation of the Company, simultaneously with
distributions on Participation Interests in the corresponding Participating Group,
at such time and from time to time as the Members of the Company shall
determine. Any such dividend or distribution shall be in an amount equal to three
times the amount payable on each Common Unit divided by the number of
outstanding Participation Interests in the Participating Group which beneficially
owns such Common Unit and shall be paid with respect to each Class A Common
Unit in the corresponding series of Class A Common Units.
(c)
Transfers. Initially, each Member shall be issued a number of Class A
Common Units in a series equal to the number Participation Interests held by each
holder of Participation Interests in his corresponding Participating Group. Each
Member shall be deemed to have distributed to the holders of Participation
Interests in each Participating Group for which he is an Agent Class A Common
Units in the corresponding series and such Class A Common Units shall be
attached to and be transferred together with the corresponding Participation
Interests. Each Class A Common Unit and the corresponding Participation
Interest in the applicable Participating Group shall comprise a single unit (a
"Unit"), each to be registered in the name of the same person or persons and
issued to such person or persons subject to the condition that such Class A

3
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Common Unit and corresponding Participation Interest in the applicable
Participating Group shall be transferable, repurchasable or redeemable and
otherwise dealt with only together as a single unit (and each Class A Common
Unit may not be separated from such corresponding Participation Interest). The
Class A Common Units shall not be transferable (including transfers to or by the
Company), and shall not be transferred on the books of the Company, unless a
simultaneous transfer is made by the same transferor to the same transferee of an
equal number of Participation Interests in the applicable Participating Group that
comprise such Unit. Each certificate representing Class A Common Units shall
contain or have affixed a legend in form and substance approved by the Members
with respect to the transfer restriction set forth in this Section 12(c).
(d)
Mergers, Consolidations, Reclassifications, Recapitalizations, or
Liquidations. If the Company in any manner (including, but not limited to,
issuance of any security convertible into or exchangeable for. Common Units or
any series of Class A Common Units, purchase, exchange, merger, consolidation,
reclassification or recapitalization, split, reverse split or dividend) takes action
which will result in an increase or decrease in the number of outstanding units of
the Common Units or any series of Class A Common Units, the number of
outstanding units of the other class shall be likewise and proportionately increased
or decreased in the same manner and on the same basis as the outstanding units of
the other class have been increased or decreased such that the holders of the
Common Units and the series of Class A Common Units shall receive equal and
identical treatment. In the event holders of Common Units or any series of Class
A Common Units are converted into or exchanged for any cash, property or other
consideration of any type, the holders of the other class shall be converted into or
exchanged for identical consideration in the same manner and on the same basis.
In any liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company, the holders of
Common Units and each series of Class A Common Units shall be treated
identically. Notwithstanding the foregoing portion of this Section 12(d), this
Section 12(d) shall not apply with respect to any action that the Members of the
Company at any time determine in their sole discretion is part of a consolidation
of entities sponsored and approved by the Members or their Affiliates.
(e)
Ownership Limitations. Upon any person becoming an Acquiring Person
(the "Effective Time"), each of the Company's Class A Common Units in the
series corresponding to the Participating Group in which such Acquiring Person
has acquired the Threshold Amount, issued and outstanding and beneficially
owned by (x) any Acquiring Person (or any Affiliate or Associate of any
Acquiring Person), (y) a transferee of any Acquiring Person (or any such Affiliate
or Associate) who becomes a transferee after the Effective Time or (z) a
transferee of any Acquiring Person (or any such Affiliate or Associate) who
became a transferee prior to or concurrently with the Effective Time pursuant to
either (I) a Transfer from the Acquiring Person to holders of its equity securities
or to any Person with whom it has any continuing agreement, arrangement or
understanding regarding the transferred Class A Common Units or (II) a Transfer

4
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which the Members of the Company have determined, in their sole discretion, is
part of a plan, arrangement or understanding which has the purpose or effect of
avoiding the provisions of this paragraph, and subsequent transferees of all such
persons (collectively, the "Acquiring Person Units"), shall be null and void
without any further action and any holder of such Acquiring Person Units and
shall thereafter have no dividend, voting or other right whatsoever with respect to
such Acquiring Person Units under any provision of this Amendment or
otherwise. Any vote cast or consent given with respect to such Class A Common
Units before the Effective Time which then become Acquiring Person Units also
shall become null and void if the voting or consent process shall not be closed or
otherwise final on or prior to the Effective Time. From and after the Effective
Time, any Acquiring Person Unit no longer shall be transferable.
For purposes of this Section 12(e), the following shall have the meaning
indicated:
(i)
"Acquiring Person" shall mean any person who shall be the
Beneficial Owner (as such term is hereinafter defined) of 6% or more of
the Participation Interests then outstanding of any Participating Group (the
"Threshold Amount"); but in any case shall not include an Exempt Person
(as such term is hereinafter defined); provided, however, that
1. the Members of the Company may at their discretion address
whether a person who otherwise would be an "Acquiring Person"
became the Beneficial Owner of a number of Participation
Interests such that the person otherwise would qualify as an
"Acquiring Person" inadvertently (including, without limitation,
because (A) such person was unaware that it beneficially owned
that number of shares of Participation Interests that would
otherwise cause such person to be an "Acquiring Person" or (B)
such person was aware of the extent of its Beneficial Ownership of
Participation Interests but had no actual knowledge of the
consequences of such Beneficial Ownership under this
Amendment) and without any intention of changing or influencing
control of the Company. If the Members of the Company
determine in good faith that such person meets the qualifications
set forth in the previous sentence, then such person shall not be
deemed to be or to have become an "Acquiring Person" for any
purpose of this Amendment unless and until such person shall have
failed to divest itself, as soon as practicable (as determined, in
good faith, by the Members of the Company), of Beneficial
Ownership of a sufficient number of Participation Interests so that
such person would no longer otherwise qualify as an "Acquiring
Person";

5
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2. if, as of the date hereof or prior to the filing of the Form 8-K with
respect to the adoption of this Amendment, any person is or
becomes the Beneficial Owner of the Threshold Amount, such
person shall not be deemed to be or to become an "Acquiring
Person" unless and until such time as such person shall, after the
filing of the Form 8-K with respect to the adoption of this
Amendment, become the Beneficial Owner of additional
Participation Interests representing 1% or more of the Participation
Interests then outstanding of any Participating Group (other than
pursuant to a dividend or distribution paid or made by the
Company on the outstanding Common Units or pursuant to a split
or subdivision of the outstanding Common Units), unless, upon
becoming the Beneficial Owner of such additional Participation
Interests, such person is not then the Beneficial Owner of the
Threshold Amount;
3. no person shall become an "Acquiring Person" solely as a result of
any grant of any security by the Company or through the exercise
of any option, warrant, right, appreciation right or similar interest
granted by the Company to its directors, officers and employees;
4. no person shall become an "Acquiring Person" as the result of an
acquisition of Participation Interests by the Company or Acquiring
Person Units becoming void pursuant to this Section 10 which, by
reducing the number of Participation Interests outstanding,
increases the proportion of the Participation Interests in any
Participating Group beneficially owned by such person to or above
the Threshold Amount; provided, however, that if a person shall
become the Beneficial Owner of more than the Threshold Amount
by reason of such unit acquisitions or reclassification by the
Company and shall thereafter become the Beneficial Owner of any
additional Participation Interests (other than pursuant to a dividend
or distribution paid or made by the Company on the outstanding
Common Units or pursuant to a split or subdivision of the
outstanding Common Units), then such person shall be deemed to
be an "Acquiring Person" unless upon becoming the Beneficial
Owner of such additional Participation Interests such person does
not beneficially own the Threshold Amount; and
5. no person shall become an "Acquiring Person" as the result of the
acquisition of Beneficial Ownership of Participation Interests from
an individual who, on the later of the date hereof or the filing of
the Form 8-K with respect to this Amendment, is the Beneficial
Owner of the Threshold Amount, if such Participation Interests are
received by such person upon such individual's death pursuant to

6
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such individual's will or pursuant to a charitable trust created by
such individual for estate planning purposes.
For all purposes of this Amendment, any calculation of the number of
Participation Interests in any Participating Group outstanding at any
particular time, including for purposes of determining the particular
percentage of the outstanding Participation Interests in any Participating
Group or the particular percentage of the outstanding Participation Interests
of any Participating Group of which any person is the Beneficial Owner,
shall be made in accordance with the last sentence of Rule 13d-3(d)(I)(i) of
the General Rules and Regulations under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act"), as in effect on the date hereof.
(ii)
"Affiliate" and "Associate" shall have the respective meanings
ascribed to such terms in Rule 12b-2 of the General Rules and Regulations
under the Exchange Act, as in effect on the date hereof.
(iii)
A person shall be deemed the "Beneficial Owner" of, shall be
deemed to have "Beneficial Ownership" of and shall be deemed to
"beneficially own" any securities:
1. which such person or any of such person's Affiliates or Associates

is deemed to beneficially own, directly or indirectly, within the
meaning of Rule 13d-3 of the General Rules and Regulations under
the Exchange Act, as in effect on the date hereof;
2. which such person or any of such person's Affiliates or Associates
has (A) the right to acquire (whether such right is exercisable
immediately or only after the passage of time) pursuant to any
agreement, arrangement or understanding (other than customary
agreements with and between underwriters and selling group
members with respect to a bona fide public offering of securities),
or upon the exercise of conversion rights, exchange rights, rights,
warrants or options, or otherwise; provided, however, that a person
shall not be deemed the Beneficial Owner of, or to beneficially
own, (y) securities tendered pursuant to a tender or exchange offer
made by or on behalf of such person or any of such person's
Affiliates or Associates until such tendered securities are accepted
for purchase or (z) securities which such person or any of such
person's Affiliates or Associates may acquire, does or do acquire
or may be deemed to have the right to acquire, pursuant to any
merger or other acquisition agreement between the Company and
such person (or one or more of such person's Affiliates or
Associates) if such agreement has been approved by the Members
of the Company prior to such person's becoming an Acquiring
Person; or (B) the right to vote pursuant to any agreement,
arrangement or understanding; provided, further, that a person
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shall not be deemed the Beneficial Owner of, or to beneficially
own, any security by reason of such agreement, arrangement or
understanding if the agreement, arrangement or understanding to
vote such security (1) arises solely from a revocable proxy or
consent given to such Person in response to a public proxy or
consent solicitation made pursuant to, and in accordance and
compliance with, the applicable rules and regulations promulgated
under the Exchange Act and (2) is not also then reportable on
Schedule 13D under the Exchange Act (or any comparable or
successor report); or
3. which are beneficially owned, directly or indirectly, by any other
person and with respect to which such person or any of such
person's Affiliates or Associates has any agreement, arrangement
or understanding (other than customary agreements with and
between underwriters and selling group members with respect to a
bona fide public offering of securities) for the purpose of
acquiring, holding, voting (except to the extent contemplated by
the proviso to Section 12(e)(iii)(2)(B)) or disposing of such
securities of the Company
provided, however, that no person who is an officer, director, employee,
trustee, partner, member or manager of an Exempt Person shall be deemed,
solely by reason of such person's status or authority as such, to be the
"Beneficial Owner" of, to have "Beneficial Ownership" of or to
"beneficially own" any securities that are "beneficially owned" (as defined
in this Section 12), including, without limitation, in a fiduciary capacity, by
an Exempt Person or by any other such officer, director, employee, trustee,
partner, member or manager of an Exempt Person.
(iv)
"Exempt Person" shall mean (A) the Company or any Subsidiary
(as such term is hereinafter defined) of the Company, in each case
including, without limitation, in its fiduciary capacity, or any employee
benefit plan of the Company or of any Subsidiary of the Company, or any
entity or trustee holding (or acting in a fiduciary capacity in respect of)
Class A Common Units for or pursuant to the terms of any such plan or
for the purpose of funding any such plan or funding other employee
benefits for employees of the Company or of any Subsidiary of the
Company, (B) any other person whose Beneficial Ownership (together
with all Affiliates and Associates of such person) of the Threshold
Amount will not, as determined by the Members of the Company in their
sole discretion, jeopardize or endanger the Company; provided, however,
that any Person deemed to be an "Exempt Person" pursuant to this
subclause (B) will cease to be an "Exempt Person" if the Members of the
Company, after their initial determination, make a contrary determination
with respect to the effect of such person's Beneficial Ownership (together
with all
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Affiliates and Associates of such person) or (C) Peter L. Malkin, his
Family members (as defined in this Amendment), a Controlled Entity (as
defined in this Amendment) of any of the foregoing, their respective
Affiliates and Associates or any "group" (as defined in Rule 13d-5(b)(1)
of the General Rules and Regulations under the Exchange Act, as in effect
on the date hereof) of which any of the foregoing is a member.
(v)
"Subsidiary" of any person shall mean any corporation or other
entity of which securities or other ownership interests having ordinary
voting power sufficient to elect a majority of the board of directors or
other persons performing similar functions are beneficially owned,
directly or indirectly, by such person, and any corporation or other entity
that is otherwise controlled by such person.
(f)
Information Rights. In addition to other rights provided by the
Agreement, this Amendment or applicable law, each record holder of
Participation Interests or person who seeks to become a record holder of
Participation Interests shall have the right, for a lawful purpose reasonably related
to his or her actual or proposed Participation Interest and has a bona fide intent to
acquire additional Participation Interests for which such information is necessary,
upon reasonable written demand containing a concise statement of such purposes
and at such person's own expense: (i) to have furnished to him or her a copy of
the Agreement, this Amendment and the certificate of formation and all
amendments thereto, together with copies of the executed copies of all powers of
attorney pursuant to which the Agreement, this Amendment, the certificate of
formation and all amendments thereto have been executed, and (ii) a list of the
Agents and the persons each Agent represents, the number of Participation
Interests such persons own as Record Holders and the number of each series of
Class A Common Units such persons own as Record Holders.
(g)
Amendments, etc. The Members may, from time to time, notwithstanding
any provision in this Amendment, amend, modifY or repeal this Section 12 or
Section 13 or Section 14 or any portion thereof without the consent of any other
person.
(h)
Cancellation and Waiver. The Class A Common Units may be cancelled at
any time by the Members without the consent of the holders of Participation
Interests or the holders of the Class A Common Units and the Members may
waive limitations on voting or distributions on the Acquiring Person Units held by
any Acquiring Person without waiving the limitations as to other Acquiring
Person.

b.
A new Section 13 is hereby added to the Agreement which provides as
follows:
13. Required Vote on Certain Matters. The sale or mortgage or transfer of the
Company's interest in the Master Lease or as fee owner of ESB, the renewal or
modification of the Master Lease, the making or modification of any sublease
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affecting ESB, the conversion of the Company to a real estate investment trust, a
corporation or any other form of ownership, the disposition of any of the
Company's assets in any manner, shall be approved if such matters (a) receives
the consent of 100% of the Members or (b) is proposed by the Members and
approved by the holders of each series of Class A Common Units in accordance
with Section 12. Nothing contained in this Amendment is intended to, or shall,
enlarge the matters as to which holders of Common Units are required to obtain
the consent of holders of Participation Interests.
c.
A new Section 14 is hereby added to the Agreement which provides as
follows:
14. As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following
meanings:
"Agent" shall have the definition as set forth in the Participating Agreement.
"Assignee" means a person to whom one or more Common Units or Class A
Common Units have been Transferred in a manner permitted under this
Amendment.
"Class A Common Unit" means the limited liability company interests in each of
the three series of Class A Common Units in the Company designated as a "Class
A Common Unit" with such rights, powers and preferences as set forth in this
Amendment.
"Common Unit" means a limited liability company interest in the Company held
by each Member.
"Company" means the New York limited liability company formed in
accordance with the Agreement and as more fully described in the Agreement.
"Company Security" means any class or series of equity interest in the Company
(but excluding any option, right, warrant and appreciation right relating to an
equity interests in the Company), including the Common Units and each series of
Class A Common Units.
"Controlled Entity" means, as to any person, (a) any corporation more than
twenty five percent (25%) of the outstanding voting stock of which is owned by
such person and such person's Family Members, Affiliates and Associates, (b)
any trust, whether or not revocable, of which such person and such person's
Family Members, Affiliates and Associates are the sole initial income
beneficiaries, (c) any partnership of which such person and such person's Family
Members, Affiliates and Associates are the managing partners and in which such
Person, such person's Family Members, Affiliates and Associates hold
partnership interests representing at least twenty-five percent (25%) of such
partnership'S capital and profits or (d) any limited liability company of which
such person and such person's Family Members, Affiliates and Associates are the
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managers and in which such person and such person's Family Members,
Affiliates and Associates hold membership interests representing at least twentyfive percent (25%) of such limited liability company's capital and profits.
"ESB" means the Empire State Building.
"Family Member" means, as to any natural person, his or her parents, brothers,
sisters, spouses, children and any lineal descendants of any of the foregoing, any
estates of any of the foregoing and any trusts now or hereafter established for the
benefit of any of the foregoing.
"NYLLCL" means the New York Limited Liability Company Law, as amended
from time to time.
"Participating Agreement" means each of the participating agreements, as
amended, pursuant to which an Agent holds its membership interest for the
benefit of holders of Participation Interests in its Participating Group.
"Participating Group" is the joint venture formed to hold the membership
interest held by the Agent for the benefit of the holders of Participation Interests
pursuant to a Participating Agreement.
"Participation Interests" means the beneficial ownership interests of participants
in the membership interest of the Company held by an agent for the benefit of
such participants.
"person" means and includes an individual, corporation, partnership, association,
limited liability company, trust, estate, or other entity.
"Record Holder" means the person in whose name a Common Unit or a Class A
Common Unit is registered on the books ofthe Company's transfer agent as of the
opening of business on a particular business day, or with respect to other
Company Securities, the person in whose name any such other Company Security
is registered on the books that the Company has caused to be kept as of the
opening of business on such business day.
"Transfer" means, when used as a noun, any voluntary sale, hypothecation,
pledge, assignment, attachment, or other transfer, and, when used as a verb,
means voluntarily to sell, hypothecate, pledge, assign, or otherwise transfer.
2.
Binding Effect. This Amendment shall be binding upon, and shall inure to the
benefit of, the parties hereto and all other parties to the Agreement and their respective heirs,
legal representatives, successors and assigns.
3.
Execution in Countemarts. This Amendment may be executed in counterparts,
each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which shall constitute one and the same
instrument.
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4.
Agreement in Effect. Except as hereby amended, the Agreement shall remain in
full force and effect. All references to the "Agreement" shall include this Amendment.
5.
Governing Law. This Amendment shall be governed by, and interpreted in
accordance with, the laws of the State of New York, all rights and remedies being governed by
such laws without regard to principles of conflict of laws.
6.
Severability. Each provision of this Amendment shall be considered severable
and if for any reason any provision or provisions herein are determined to be invalid,
unenforceable or illegal under any existing or future law, such invalidity, unenforceability or
illegality shall not impair the operation of or affect those portions of this Amendment that are
valid, enforceable and legal.
[Signature Page Follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have caused this Amendment to be duly
executed as of the day and year first above written.
/s/ Peter L. Malkin
Peter L. Malkin

/s/ Anthony E. Malkin
Anthony E. Malkin

/s/ Thomas N. Keltner, Jf.
Thomas N. Keltner, Jf.
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